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1. The best materials are used in their manufacture.
2. No article required by a formula is omitted-on account of its high cost.
3. No Pills are deficient in weight.

4. The Pills are Coated while soft.
5. There is but one Coating, which is perfectly soluble, and there is no sub-coating of resinous character.
6. The Coating is so thin that the Pills are not perceptibly increased in size, and yet it is entirely sufficient to protec
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ADDRESS DELIVERED BEFORE THE
BATHURST AND RIDEAU MEDICAL
ASSOCIATION.

BY J. A. GRANT M.D. F.R.C.S. EDIN. &C.,
PRESIDENT, OTTAWA.

Gentlemen :-During the six months that have
elapsed since our pleasant meeting at Pembroke,
many and important facts in the various depart-
ments of medicine and surgery, have from time to
time been brought under the notice of the pro-
fession, with ail of which I feel satisfied the mem-
bers of this medical section are fully conversant.
Gatherings such as the present of scientific men
tend to produce a very beneficial effect. The ob-
servations and deductions arising therefrom are
freely and openly discussed, and thus a good op-
portunity is afforded to think out any objections
which may arise, either as to the character of dis-
ease or the various methods of treatment adopted.
Thus all concerned are stimulated to renewed ex-

ertion in the observation of the manifestations of

disease and a systernatic mental training constantly
kept in operation, which in time must be produc-
tive of beneficial results. The very intellectual
and scientific friction, springing out of a free inter-

change of ideas tend towards the spread of know-

ledge, and the development of vigorous intellectual

activity, the pure outcome of meetings such as the

present, only I trust in the incipient stage of or-

ganization. In the social sense these gatherings
are of much service, thus bringing the members of

our profession, more intimately in contact, and
establishing a reciprocity of action, which must

enlarge our ideas, make us more useful members

of society, and give a stability and firmness to that

very bond of good fellowship which binds us to-

gether morally, intellectually, and scientifically.

We are the members of a working and a live pro-
fession, and we have a kind Providence showering
upon us the privilege of ministering to the physi-
cal imperfections and diseased manifestations of
human nature. In that mission we have a noble
work which if carried out with thorough and deter-
mined resolution and a high sense of professional
responsibility, the results must be productive of
much good to the state, and the personal benefits
fully equal to the most sanguine anticipations.

A short retrospect of work under careful consid.
eration by many master minds may not be unac-
ceptable on the present occasion. In the depart-
ment of physiology, some exceedingly important
facts have recently come to light. Profess'rs
Tyndall and Lister have by their untiring investi-
gations, given such a stimulus to the whole sub-
ject of minute organisms and the ferment actions
so intimately associated with these forms of life,
that our knowledge of the unorganised or unformed
ferments has also advanced very considerably.
Ferments are divided into two classes, organsed
and unorganised, and are distinguished from each
other a follows ;-The unorganised ferments may
be dissolved in certain menstrua without any im-
pairment of their ferment action; thus the fer-
ments of the animal body are mostly soluble in
glycerine ard in water. Also their action is not
prevented by agents such as chloroform and sali
cylic acid, which almost immediately interfere with
the action of organised ferments. The ferments
of this class longest known to us, are ptyalin, the
amylolytic ferment of the saliva ; and pepsine, the
proteolytic ferment of the gastric juice. The fact
that ptyalin is absent from the saliva of the great
majority of the animal creation, causes it to dwin-
die down very considerably, as to its physiological
importance. Pepsine however, plays a most im-
portant part chemically, as a ferment in the gas-
tric juice, and in the presence of dilute acids, at
the temperature of the body, has the power of dis-
solving insoluble proteids and thus converting
them into bodies, called peptones, which have
the power of diffusing readily through animal
membranes, bodies which when absorbed are re-
converted into the various proteids, entering into
the composition of the organs and tissues of the
body. From the researches of Kuhne, Bernard,
and Corvisart, it is placed beyond doubt that the
gastrir juice is not the only alimentary secretion
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possessing the power of proteolytic action. The "That the external layer of the retina possesses, in

pancreatic secretion is now known to have the all living animals, a purple colour ; and that this

power of acting on the three chief groups of or- particular colour is perpetually being destroyed by

ganic constituents of food : the proteids, the the light which penctrates the eye." l He has also

starches, and the fats ; brought about by three pointed out that the ied coloration, seen at the

distinct ferments ; one proteolytic, through which fundus of the eye by the ophthalmoscope, is not

proteids are converted into peptones ; one amylo- the result of the lighting up or illumination of the

litic, like ptyalin, and a third which has the power choroidal vessels, but the true colour of the

of converting or decomposing fats into fatty acids retina. This latter statement has since been modi-

and glycer'ne. To Corvisart, is so far due our fied. Recently, Professor Kuhne, of Heidelberg,

knowledge of this proteolytic action of the pancreas. has given the prolific suggestion of Dr. Boll careful

Kuhne however has very recently pointcd out by consideration, which has resulted in the production

elaborate investigations that not only are the con- of many new and exceedingly interesting facts.

ditions of the ferment different from those of pep- He found that the beautiful purple colour persists

sine but the results likewise differ very consider- after death, if the retina is not exposed to light.

ably. Heidenhain has demonstrated that in the Under the influence of monochromatic sodium

pancreas, salivary glands, and stomach, there are light, the purple colour does not disappear sooner

structural differences to be observed which corres- than from 24 to 28 hours. According to Kuhne,

pond with the various states of functional activity as long as the epithelium of the retna is alive, it pos-

of these organs. He has pointed out that the sesses the power of restoring the faded vision-purple.

secretory cells of the pancreas do not contain ready Thus we have the epithelial layer of the retina per-

formed ferment, at the time of secretion, but a body forming a particular and important function, wvhich,

which vields the ferment and which he terms to use the terms of Kuhne, becomes a purple gene-

Zm1O er ferment generator. To these, the addi- xatir g gland. Many years ago, Henreich Muller

tional discoveries of Kuhne, throw great light not drew attention to the fact, that the rods of the frog's

only on the function of the pancreas, but also on retina are of a red colour, from the imbibition of

the Éelations of gastric juice ; pancreatic juice red colouring matter of the blood. Leydig and

and bile. He terms the proteolytic ferment of Max Schultz observed a like manifestation in the

the pancreas trypsin, from its breaking up propen- retina of the owl and rat. These observations are

sity, or disposition. Trypsin cannot digest pep- still in their infancy, and before any certain data

sine, but pepsine will destroy trypsin when in can be arrived at, will require even closer investiga-

acid solutions. How interesting is the part that tion. Kuhne states, that the cones of the retina

the bile plays, first bringing peptic digestion to a possess no purple colour in the frog. In the mon-

close, and then assisting in pancreatic digestion key, thefovea centiralis is destitute of vision purple.

at the very.time, when such is required. In snakes, the retina possesses only cones and no

Claude Bernard has also pointed out in the intes- rods, and is therefore destitute of vision purple.

tinal juice, that the ferment which has long been These conclusions lead to the idea that vision pur-

knownto exist,in this secretion, is Invertingfermnent, ple is not essential to the perception'of light. In

by which starches,proteids and sugars are modified. these investigations it will be a source of congratu-

I might here advert to the fact that Dr. Herbert lation if more accurate information can be obtained,

Watney is of opinion that fat enters the system, as to the manner in which various physical changes

when emulsionized, through the intercellular sub- in the retina become the precursors of luminous

stance of the epithelium covering the villi. We impressions.

may well express, we grow fat; but how ? The Leaving now the changes of colour, I desire to

next interesting discovery made in physiology, to advert briefly to the recent investigations of Pro-

which I desire to direct your attention, is that of fessor Tyndall, at the Royal Institute. It is a

" Vision Purple." In Novlmber last, Professor Du well-known fact that vegetable as well as animal

Bois Reymond presented a paper from Dr. Boll, of infusions, at a certain temperature, become turbid

Rome, to the Berlin Academy, in whicn a new fact and ultimately lose their sweet smell. This

oi corsiderable significance was set forth, viz: change is induced by swarms cf minute organisms,
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called in infusions, "Infusoria," and the very low- action must not be confounded with the germ

est class of these are known as " Bacteria." Two theory of disease: "The doctrine of Contagium

theories as to the origin of these low forms are Vivum," as advocated by Pr. Vm. Roberts, of

advocated :-1ist. That they are developed from Manchester, in his address to the British Medical

eggs or gerns, like the higher forms of life : and Association. Dr. Roberts directs att2ntion to the

2nd. That they arise spontaneously. This latter remarkable resemblance betweenacontagiousfever

theory, aithough warmly advocated by M. Pouchet, and the action of yeast in fermentation, or bacteria

of Rouen, las, I might say, collapsed,-having but in decomposition. The various arguments adduced,
few followers. For many months past Tyndall, has and vhich have been so skilfully supported, are

been investigating " infective atmosphere." His now current in our medical journals. Dr. Beale,

examinations tend greatly to strengthen the idea of London, in the Lumleian Lectures, for 1876 says,

of the germ theory of putrefaction. Being unable "The very last conclusion that would be adopted

to arrive at satisfactory results in his laboratory in by anyone who thoroughly thought over the matter

Albeniarle street, owing to the impure condition of would be, that these low organisms are the causes

the air, lie removed to a newly erected shed near of the changes in the fluids hy which their growth

by, and, having the atmosphere thoroughly dis- was formed, much less, that thcy were the cause of

infected, lie succeeded in preventing putrefaction the diseases which had eisted some time before

in infusions subjected to moderately prolonged they began to multiply, iii th' tissue and tluids of

boiling. Boiling does not destroy the power of the body." He also pints out that the germs of

putrefaction of any substance ; it destroys only the bacteria are to be found in every tissue and fluid

germs in the infusion at the time. When an infusion of the healthy body, ready to develope, under

putrefies, it is from the germs in it, not from those favourable circumstances, into countless numbers

in the surrounding atmosphere. The germs of of bacteria. According to Beale, healthy tissus

infusion are sometimes confounded with the adult are an unsuitable sou for "septic bacteria." The

fornis. Heat will destroy the adult forms or organ- battle now rests in such hands as those of Tyndall,

isms, whereas the germs from which they take their i Roberts and Beale, and certainly recent investiga-

origin are comparatively indestructible. One result tion should enable the members of our profession

of Tyndall's recent investigations is, "the method to combat disease more successfully, and while

of dis-infection by dis-continuous heating." The the highest powers of intellect are grappling with

substance disinfected is first subjected to a temper- those abstruse problems, let us most earnestly hope

ature of 1400 F., sufficient to kill all adult that these marked scientific efforts may be the

organisms." After a few hours intermission, during resuit of more accurate data, as to the necessary

whichthe substance is kept at a proper temperature, initial conditions of disease.

to enable the indestructible germs to arrive at a While reflecting on the statement of Dr. Beale,

sufficiently sensitive·stage of existence, the substance That we find no traces of bacteria in healthy

is again subjected to a mild heat. " By this blood and healthy tissue," let us consider briefly a

method more is accomplished, towards sterilizing few facts on the diseise termed by Biermer, of

the infusion, in a few moments, than could other- Zurich, "Progressive Pernicious Anemia." This

wise be brouglit about by many hours hard boiling." term itself has considerable significance, and yet

From such experiments lie inclines to the belief not sufficiently explicit to define its precise nean-

that he destroyed more perfectly the successive ing. Dr. Bramwell, of Newcastle-on-Tyne, des-

crops of soft, plastic and extremely sensitive organ- cribes this disease as "a profound anemia, which

isms springing from the indurated germs. Two is associated with marked changes in the micros-

recent experiments render the idea,that putrefaction copical characters of the blood, and, in most cases

is induced by an organized germ, exceedingly with the presence of retinal hemorrhages." Pro-

likely. 1st. The putrefactive process cannot be found aneria is considered by careful observers a

maintained in an infusion from which air is perfectly common condition, and is met with in ail cases

excluded. 2nd. It will not take place in an infusion where there is great loss of blood, lymph, or any of

under oxygen compressed by ten atmospheres. In the secretions or excretions. Professor Echherst

considering these points, the germ theory of putre- is of opinion that progressive pernicious anemia
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can be determined by a microscopical examination ecchymoses of the retina, which have been observed.

of the blood, but even this statement requires still The presence of " microcytes " in a well defined

a considerable degree of observation, prior to a case of sp/enic leukomia, and their absence in sev-

satisfactory solution of the entire problem. Ac- eral well defined cases of pernicious anæmia,

cording to Bramwell (Med. Times, Sep. 22, 1877) throws some degree of doubt on accuracy of

in ordinary cases of anemia of sufficiently long diagnosis, from this point alone. In conjunction

duration, alterations of an analogous character, with these microcytes, nucleated red corpuscles

have been observed in the blood. Dr. Osler, oi have been found in the blood. The cytogenic

Montreal, has also noted the very small cor- function ofred marrow, as defined first by Bizzozen

puscles upon which so much stress is placed, even and Neuman-bas given rise to considerable en-

in healthy blood. Their numerous presence, quiry-but the results so far are not quite satisfac-

however, he favors, as likely connected with perni- tory. Dr. Pepper, of the University of Pennsyl-

cious progressive anemia. In tracing the first ray vania, has described certain abnormal appearances

of light, which attracted attention in this peculiar in the marrow, on which he bases a theory as to

condition, appears according to M. Lapine, to be the causation of this disease. He considers the

a case recorded by Andral in his Medical Clinique, anemia of Addison or Biermer, merely as " the

1823. It is considered, that owing to the imper- medullary form of pseudo-leukæemia." Thus we

fect report, it may have been a case of Bright's observe there is considerable diversity of opinion,

Disease. Then follow two cases, reported by Bar- even on the pathological appearances of this pe-

clay in the Medical Times, 1851, described as culiar disease. Recently, he has endeavored to

death from anemia. Strange it is, that Dr. Ad- trace a connection between Addison's disease and

dison, of Guy's, who so distinguished himself in chronic wasting, in which there are well-defined

kidney disease, should have been the first to give evidences of anæemia. These be has classed as

force and character to his impressions on this anæematoses, contrary to the opinion of Dr. Green-

particular form of Anemia as idiopathic, and so how, who considers that the blood does not

graphically revived by Professsor Biermer, of undergo much change in uncomplicated cases of

Zurich, as " progressive pernicious anemia." See Addison's disease. Dr. Howard, of Montreal, in

report, by Drs. Bell and Osler, (Transactions Can- his admirable paper, gives the following among his

ada Medical Associations.) In 1857, Dr. Wilks conclusions, that neither the spleen, nor the lym-

published (in Guy's Hospital Reports) nine phatic glands usually present any, much less any

cases of fatal anemia. In 1863, Dr. Habershon. special lesion, in pernicious anæemia. That it re-

of London, published a case in the Lancet, of a mains to be proved that hyperplasia, or other

like character. Various other reports of cases in change of the bone marrow is a cause·of anemia.

British and foreign journals, amount to about 46 How interesting becomes the fact, as to the re-

in number. More recently appeared, the paper of markable similarity between leucocythemia in its

Dr. Howard, of Montreal, in the transactions of results, and well defined anæmia. In this particu-

the American Medical Association, at Philadel- lar also, arises a marked link of connection in

phia; also the admirable report of Drs. Bell & Osler, Hodgkin's disease, the anæmia of which is dis-

on the same disease. It appears to be connected tinguished from the progressive pernicious, by the

with the pregnant condition ; loss of blood ; even marked lymphatic glandular enlargement. I have

moderate in character ; and slight continuous only briefly touched upon some interesting fea-

diarrhœa. The usual anatomical lesions found tures of this disease, which is now occupying the

after death are those incident to anæmia, but in close observation of able physiologists and path-

addition, fatty degeneration, defined by Addison ologists, and from the diversity of opinion, so far

as remarkable persistence of fat, in spite of weak- expressed, we may well acknowledge the accuracy

ness and pallor. This condition has been more ofthe remarks of Professor Quincke, (Med. Times

particularly noted by Lapine, in connection with & Gazette, Oct. 14th, 1876): " We have not to

the heart. Recent experiments lead to the belief "deal with a single diseased condition. Perni-

that even fatty degeneration may (through rup- "cious anmia-like anæmia, in general, is the

tured and weakened vessels) bring about the "product of extremely various morbid processes,



" and represents the very last stage of the anæmic
" process."

Passing to the topic of fever, particularly typh-
oid, which has been widely observed in this part
of the Ottawa section during the past year, I shall
note a few facts. In most of those cases which I
visited during the past summer months, the cause
has been traced to inpurity of milk, and of water.
In one family recently seen in consultation with
Dr. Carmichael, there were no less than five cases
of typhoid, which resulted from impure milk. This
confirms the opinion expressed by Dr. Ballard, of
Islington, England, as to the frequent origin of
this disease. Ten years ago, in the Ottawa valley,
the fevers observed werd more of the remittent
type, mild in character, and usually termináting
favorably. This form of fever, has, however, been
replaced by typhoid, which in Canada, as in many
parts of the neighboring republic, presents an an-
nual autuhinal curve. It has not alone been
confined to the city, but his also been noted in
various parts of the country, where it was difficult
to trace its origin. Isolated cases are always of
vast importance, for it is such which are most
likely to give a clue to the " production of this dis-
ease." The sudden accession of enteric trouble,
and head symptoms, even with a moderately clean
tongue, I have invariably found to be of consider-
able significance. Usually it gives way to quinine
and potass. chlor., which treatment is now largely
adopted in both hospital and private practice.
Frequent and early injections of warm water, I
have found of the greatest service, thus washing
out the bowel and removing secretions of a most
noxious character, as well as soothing parts, which
it appears, nature bas selected in order to eliminate
a considerrble share of the ma'eries morbi of this
disease. Typhoid fever is a great searcher of the
system, and should any organic weakness pre-
exist, how rapidly such diminished power becomes
tested. Tabulating temperatures bas now become
an important feature in the daily history cf all such
cases. How frequently we find the thermometer

placed in the axilla, and a record thus taken. Dr.
Hans Megscheider, of Berlin, states that there is
no constant relation between the internal tempera-
ture, as measured in the axilla, and the general

temperature of the surface, and that there is a

greater variation in the temperature curves in the

same part of the skin in the same person in fever,

than in health ; but in fever there is a striking fall
of temperature, notably lower than in health. In
England, the practice now is to place the thermo.
meter in the mouth, when practicable, whici is
certainly the most rational idea, as thus a more
correct estimate of systemic temperature can be
obtained. M. Broca communicated to the " Asocia-
tion Francaise pour l'Advancement des Sciences,"
in September last, an interesting paper on the sub-
ject of " Cerebral Thermometry." He uses very
delicate thermoneters, and covers with wool the
part of the bulb which is not in contact with the
skull, thus guarding againist those thermic influen-
ces which the surrounding atmosphere might com-
muncate. He found that the maximum tempera-
ture of the brain was 34.85°c, and the minimum
32.80°. Also he observed, that the thermometers
on the left side invariably marked a higher tem-
perature than those on the right side. The
difference was found to average about 1 of a de-
gree, and only observable when and so long as the
brain is at rest. When the brain is actually at
work, there is a rise in temperature, as after close
reading for about ten minutes, about half a degree
was shown to take place. Clinically these facts
are of considerable importance, and as the subject
becomes worked up, under the careful guidance of
M. Broca, the accurate diagnosis of disease will be
considerably facilitated. On the subject of the
nervous system, the recent investigations of Hitzig,
Ferrier and others, have established the existence
of a " motor zore " of the superficial cerebral sub
stance, in intimate relation with the nuclei of the
motor nerves of the bulb and spinal marrow. As
the result of their researches, it has been demon-
strated, that partial irritations will produce partial
epilepsy. They are also of opinion that no diret
communication can exist between the cellules of
this region, and the cellules of the anterior gray
cornua of the spinal marrow. The cellules of this
"motor " tract constitute the apparatus by which
the dictates of our intelligence are arranged f< r
transmission to the outer world. The brain does
not appear to possess any special vaso-motor
centre. Its vaso-motor centre is linked to the
general vaso-motor system, having centres in the
spinal marrow, central ganglia, and also in the con-
volutions. The corpus striatum is endowed with
motor-power, and its cellules constitute an app:ar-t
tus for the transmission of impressions to the
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uscular system ; thus it not only is an instrument electrical currents, and that the absolutely unin-

of the hemisphere, but is also intimately associated jured heart is altogether currentless ; that not only

with automatie action. The observations of Fer- the heart as a whole, but each individual muscle-

rier cover a wide range, and exhibit much labor cell contained in the heart, whilst in an uninjured

and research in clearing the path of intellectual state, and at rest, is almost or quite free from elec-

activity. he nervous system occupies a place trical currents. The point of greatest importance

and power in the animal creation of vast import- in Englemann's researches, is the discovery of the

ance ad notwithstanding the energy and skill of very rapid diminution of the electro motive force

the anatomist and phvsiologist, nve as yet only of the current observed, when a cross section,

appear to be approaching the data by which a through the base of the ventricle, is connected

solution may be given to a great mental problem. with one electrode, and the apex with the other.

No sooncr are Ferrier's opinions expressed, than This entire subject is full of interest-and when

uoene Dupuy, M.D., of Paris, takes the initiative we consider the important place electricity now

in expressing views considerably at variance with occupies in the treatment of disease-I am quite

those of his able contemporary. IAil his psycholo- satisfied it will receive atyour hands well-merited

gical deductions, own, are based on physiological attention. On the present occasion, I have ad-

fgcts but these facts, I have proved, trust, to verted briefly to a few topics, upon which some

have been considered only in a one-sided way, master- minds, well termed " great " have very re-

viewed unequally, as th phrase goes He consi- cently been occupied. Their observations and de-

ders thure is a seeming concordance between the ductions have been the result of untiring zeal and

theories of the advocates of the localization doc- unrelaxing efforts. What means the term great ?

trine, and the deductions of Herbert Spencer, What is its significance ? It is that which credits

Professor Bain, and others who have been occupied him with being supreme in his particular depart-

in the saine line of thought. Drain substance, and ment. Dante wvas an eminent poet, and Bacon

in fact nerve tissue generally, are actively under a distinguished philosopher, and so is it in the

the consideratiol of many of our master minds, paths of our noble profession. We nay lose sight

and iow gratifying will be the announcement thpt of the idea, but let us respect our calling, and

the much vexed question; the influence of mind while cherishing the memory of those whose vast

over matter, as been settled and placed beyond intellects have stamped the profession as one to be

the reach of Punch, who asks " What is matter ? respected and honored, let us pass lightly over the

Neyer mPd. What is md ? That's the matter." imperfections of any possessed of less gifted quali-

The recent observations of Mr. Romanes. at the fications. Charity begins at home, and a good

Royal Institute, on "Tse Evolution of Nerves," example is frequently productive of a most salI-

is of mucI interest. e concludes, after important tary influence. Imagine the vast labor dvoted

anatomcal research on the Meduse, or jelly fishes, to many researches to which I have briefly ad-

which have the lowest forM of nervous system as verted. The nights of toil, the restless hours, the

yet demonstrated, that the conductig substance is patient endeavours, the uncertainty of support,

intermediate between nerve and muscle, a differen- and last, altho' not least, the antagonisni of equal

tiated " lne of discharge." Should his deductions intellectual power, in an opposite lhannel. Public

prove correct, the conclusion arrived at would be, opinion is a lever, possessing great microscopic and

that the link between ordinary contractile roto analytical acumen; its ultimate decisions are sel-

plasm and excitable nervous tissue, has been dis- dom in error. In fact, common sense, the very

coamred by Mr. Romanes, in those nes of dis- foundation of practical experience, will solve the

charge. bye recent announcenent b' Professor problem. In conclusion, I am not unwilling to

Englemann, of Vienna, that his experiments tend acknowledge the fact that so great is the progress

to confirm the views of -ftrmann, on the subject of our age, in almost every departfent of thougt,

of Il Muscular Crrent," is a source of great inter- that in the short space of a single life-time, the

est. Soc years ago, iermann stated that, in a highest degree of intellectual capacity will only

perfectly uinjured, unskinned animal, the muscles enable the most constant worker to accomplish a

whîci au in a ste f rest, are entirely free from single atom in the scale of human understanding.



ON THE USE OF LARGE
ACETATE OF LEAI) IN
TUM HÆýMORRHAGE.

THE CANA

DOSES OF
POST PAR-

BY J. N EWELL, M. D., L. R. C. P. & S., SPRINGFIELD,
ONT.

In the January No. of the CANADA LANCET I
observe an article on the above subject, from the
pen of Dr. Workman, which was read at the last
meeting of the Canada Medical Association, and
in the perusal of which I have been not a little in
structed, as I had not been aware that its use in
large doses was also beneficial in other profuse
hæemorrhages. Having been engaged in practice
for the past seven years, I have concluded it would
not be amiss in me to add the result of my experi-
ence in the employment of acetate of lead in

post partum hæmorrhage, and although I have

had but very few cases of hæmorrhage occurring
after delivery, from the fact that I almost invariably
towards the close of labor administer a full dose of

ergot, and am very particular in keeping a firm
grasp of the recently emptied uterus, yet in sone

few cases I have had hæmorrhage of a very alarm-

ing character supervene, and notably so in one

case,.the notes of which I shall presently give,-
and here allow me to make a digression. It is my

opinion that anongst accoucheurs, the proper
management and the prevention of exhausting

hæmorrhages in the third stage of labor is not so
well understood and practised as its importance

demands. I have for some time past renoved
the placenta by expression as it is termed in that

excellent work " Playfairs Midwifery," with

most happy results, and I am fully satisfied that
the perusal of the chapter on the management of

the third stage of labor in the foregoing work will

most fully repay the youngest as well as the oldest

amongst us.

On the 7th of January 1877, I was summoned

to attend Mrs. C. in her first confinement. The

labor progressed normally and in about seven hours

after my arrival she was delivered of a fine female

child. After waiting a short time I removed the

placenta, as was taught me, and as is directed in

the standard works. The uterus seened con.

tracted down firmly, and no flooding of any mo
ment occurred. On coming into the room after a

short absence I was alarmed at the exsanguinec
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appearance of the patient, and to such an extreme
degree as I had never witnessed before. Imme-
diately divining the cause I grasped the now re-
laxed uterus with my left hand, whilst I introduced
rny right into the uterus, and by making both in-
ternal and external manipulation, endeavoured t>
excite contraction, the blood in the meantime flow-

ing in a perfect torrent. Realizing that my patient
would perish in a few minutes if I did not arrest
the hemorrhage, I called for my medicine case,
and taking out a teaspoonful of the crystallized
acetate of lead (which by the way I always take
along with me in such cases) I ordered it to be
dissolved in some water, and had it administered
to the patient at once, and at the same time had an
assistant raise the foot of the bed. The effect of
the lead was I might almost say magical. The
flooding ceased at once, and in a very short time
the uterus contracted, and expelled my hand, and
I felt assured that I had been, through the admin-
istration of the lead, the humble means of saving a
human life. In a very short time, and as soca ai
the patient was able to swallow, (for when the haæ-
morrhage ceased she was lving insensible), I ad-
ministered a draught of brandy and ammonia. I
then applied the binder with a compress under-
neath, and after giving some nourishment and ad-
ministering an opiate I waited for a couple of
hours and went home. From this on, the patient
under stimulants and nourishment, with an occa-
sional opiate, made a rapid and satisfactory recov-
ery. In this case I feel quite confident had I
trusted to ergot, with manipulation, cold, &c., that
before contraction became established, my patient
would have sunk, never to rally. I have tried the
lead in other cases of post partum hæmorrhage
when the flooding was not so profuse, as in the
one described, and I have always found it efficient
and reliable, and have yet to see any ill effects
from the large doses in which it has been exhibited.

Dr. W. in his article says :-" I was rather sur-
prised, if not a little mortified to find that in a
total of perhaps one hundred and forty students of
the Toronto Medical Schools examined by me on
obstetrics last April, only one gave amongst the
inultifarious suppressors of post partum hemorrhage
the exhibition of large doses of acetate of lead."

- I believe I can lay claim to the distinction of being
,that person, for although I was a graduate of 1871,

1 stili I did not pass the examination of the Medical
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Council till last April. I gave in my answer by which the fluid enters below, and the orifice of

drachm doses of acetate of lead as being a most exit above; the valves at these two orifices will fali

efficient suppressor of uterine post partum hæemorr- exactly into place, and regurgitation toward the

hage. The administration of large doses of ace- needie will be impossible. If the operation is to

tate of lead is most strongly inculcated and ad- test the existence of fiuid at uncertain depths, the

vocated by Prof. Lavell, of Kingston, as a potunt bulb may be tightly squeezed tili the point of the

means of arresting post partum hæemorrhage. needie enters the surface; then the pressure may

I find that my paper has far outgrown the limits be relaxed, when the strong suction will discover

I had assigned to it, but if it only has the effect of fiuid instantly upon the needie reaching it. If the

influencing my medical confreres to try the ad- operation is to empty a cavity, as a bladder or

ministration of large doses of acetate of lead in the pleura, then, after the current is established, by

cases indicated, I shall feel satisfied that my labor once or twice working of the buib, the fiow will

has not been in vain, and that they will be amply continue of itseW from mere siphon-action without

repaid wbith its results. further manipulation of the bulb ; but if, from

the smallness of the needIe, the strean seems slug-

gish, it may be quickened by working the bulb

A HANDY ASPIRATOR.* occasionally or continuously.
I have used ths apparatus in hydrothorax and

BY SIMoN FITCH, M. D. EDIN., HAL.IFAX N. n. empyerna, and in exploration of obscure abdominal

This is an India-rubber apparatus, like a Hig- and relvic enlargements, with great satisfaction ;

and, with the dome-trocar needes of No. i and No.
insn or a/idt sls, buthic h gie trongrelienhleo 4 sizes, it is available for ail purposes of aspiration,

nessof il he all, wich ive stoii reilinceand especially for cases requiritig accurate steadi-
and powerful suction to the bulb, and e drevents theb

one of twie wosredne fed asulbpi the pwil

possil)ility of ob)struction from colla îse of the tub)es. icardiuni and the joints ; for, as the wvhole affair

The aspirator-needie mqy be attached to either is maniaged by the operator alone, there will be

tube, for exhaustion or injection, and it may be co e ise hn in th

worked with one hanid while the needie is inserted noee ansnbet the hand hording the Mes.

ead eaddwith et . fTiemann make the instrument exceedingly wel,

with the amlne needles as described, and fit it into

a small case.

-~ ACETATE 0F LEAD IN POST PARTUM
HiEMORRHAGE.

ThisTo the Editor of the CAADA LANCET.

Sir;-I have now for some years withdrawn froe

the active pursuit of my profession, except among

immediate family connections and a few intimate

nersonal friends, but, "tEven in our ashes live their

bonted fireso and the January No. of your journal

A rTpresents the done aspirator-needeem with the cuuing-point Pro- having been forwarded to e, I was pleased to see
jected, ready for pnctore G, a magnined diagram o b the sarne
wrew ith the doine advae e iner the article communicated by Dr. J. Workman, on

afteish 
itsrto mayd be quckne by working the bulbo

Ii , bhlb iu tiprihpht Position to in-

u-kre -h; 1)tato lvIvs L 'îe , eltrnc-tube , E, the use of large doses of acetate of 
thletato fvlvs;C avs irneead, 

and
exit-tube; F F, bits of glass tbing throtigh which to observe the e oration of b e on
presence or absence of luid.t 

is a b forr ap os of asp ation

a% nd espeallo assrqiinrcuat.tai

After the needle is introduced the bulb shouldnss o r

be eld upright, or perpendicular, with the orifice Dr. . is hooever slightly inaccurate as to dates.

n recollect al the circumstances of the case referred

*I)u1lisIi( also il) N. Y. Mwedical Journal. to ; it was orchitis, and as I left Montreal in 1827,
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it must have been anterior to the date (1830) given fe1t tie ld.
by Dr. W. I believe it was in 1825. Under the

authority of the great name of Dr. Stephenson, I

for manv vears invariably had recourse to large

doses of acetate of lead in ala

post partum hæmorrhage and I c

have never had occasion to regret i

failed me, nor have any ill effects e

use.
Upon one occasion (in 1820)

made to fasten on me the charg

rashness in the exhibition of mon

heroic remnedies." My patient how

knew I was dying and Dr. A. gave

sweetish which puckered up my m

mediately brought me back to life.

fact in all my past experience of w

certain than that her life was saved

dose and that nothing else would
I have seen the effects of the
water, of the plugging of the vagin
troducing the hand, and of abdomi
in my experience none of these
with the acetate. Where I have h

past experience to dread flooding,
the habit of giving a full antic
secale cornutum, but I question w)
tate would not be the safer and be

As to the use of the perchloride
into the uterus-though I know it
ity in its favor, I have never witness
I should not have the courage to
be the less tempted to do so, as I
of the acetate of lead to be more
diate. I have used it in scores
know of no remedy in any disease
in its action ; its celerity seems ac
trical.

Yours respect
ALFRED

Montreal Jan. 1oth, 1878.

SULPHATE OF CINCH

To the Editor of the CANADA I

Sir;-I notice in last number an
phate of Cinchonidia." I may stat
it exclusively for the past 18 mon
satisfaction as a substitute for q
perhaps better effects as a tonic.
an average five ounces per week
same price would use it in many ca
to quinine.

Yours, &

Lapeer, Mich. Jan. 12th, 1878.

CASES OF CARDIAC DISEASE.

rming cases of CLINIC BY PROF. VM.

an safely say I CASE i-J. McK., maie, fifteen years of age.

t. It has never Has been complaining of palpitation, dyspncea,

ver followed its and flushings of the face for the past four or five
years. About two years ago had a severe attack
of rheumatism. No dropsy and no swelling of the

an attempt was feet or any other part of the body. His heart to-

e of "reckless day is very rapid; puise runnîng 124 to the min-

strous doses of ute. The heart's action is violent, and the apex-

ever testified beat is too far down and too far to the eft. The
imp)ulse is heaving. I3oth sounds of the heart are

me something diseased. The murmurs are very veak at the
outh and it im- point of the heart. There are no murmurs heard
' There is no upward and to the ieft, but upward and to the

hich I am more right they are heard very strongiy. The murmuts

byare transmtted into the aorta and carotids. This
by m "heoic is a case of double aortic disease, stenosis and re-

have saved her. gurgitation.
douche of ice CASE 2.-P. S., mae, 4 years of age. Has
a with ice, of in- been suffering for four years from sharp pain over
nal frictions, but the heart, dyspnoea and palpitation. I find, upon
means compare auscultation, two murmurs, one synchronous ith
ad reasons from the carotid and the other with the radial pulse.
I have been 11 'Fe natural sounds of the heart are entirely ob-

ipatory dose of scured in this case. The murmurs are but feebly
ihether the ace- heard at the point of the heart. The first murmur
tter practice. is transmîtted round to the left; the other, which
of iron injected is of a duplex character, is heard loudiy in the car-
has high author- otids and in the bronchials as low down as the
ed its effects and elbow. This is a case of double aortic and of mit-
try it-I should rai disease, aortic stenosis and regurgitation.
know the action CASE 3-h P., female, 15 years of age. Had
safe and imme- pain in shoulder for first time two months ago.
of cases, and I This pain is worse in damp weather. No cough;
that is so prompt appetite good; father bas had rheumatism; no
tually to be elec- swelling of the feet, but good deal of epistaxis.

For past two years has suffered from shortness of

fully, breath and palpitation, headache, dizziness and

A. ANDREWS. slight symptoms of dyspepsia.
CASE 4 .- M. C'B., i i years of age. For two

years past bas been complaining of pains in joints.
More recenty there bas been palpitation of the

ONIDIA. heart and shortness of breath. Has been having
obscure attacks of rheumatis for past two years.

fANCET. We must remember that rheumatic attacks are

article on "Sul- very often overiooked in young children. The

that I have used case is treated as one of simple, continued fever,
tbs with perfect teething, or indigestionand nothing thought of the

linine, and with rheumatic trouble until four or five years after-

I have used on wards, perhaps, we find that the patient bas soine

and even at the forin of heart disease. Both of these cases ( and

ises in preference 4) are instances of mitral regurgitation. Temr
mur in both cases is systoiic, synichronous with
first sound of heart, and transmitted round to the

H. McColl. aeft.

are ranmittd ito te arta nd arotds.Thi
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1 want to say a few words to you with regard to
the symiptoms and diagnosis of heart disease. Our
first duty when disease of the heart is suspected is
to examine both heart and lungs carefully. The
two most constant symptoms of heart disease are
shortness of breath upon exertion, and palpitation.
Thiere nay be, in addition, dropsy, epistaxis, and
cough, with spitting of blood.

First, as regards the dyspnœa. It may be con-
stant, and it may only occur upon exertion. This
symptom is always present in serious organic dis-
ease of the heart or lungs, and is due to the ui-
peri ct oxidation of the blood, owing either to pas-
sive congestion of the lungs from in tral disease,
or to the fact that the action of the leart is so
rapid that the blood has not time to be oxidized
in its passage through the lungs. Palpitation, just
like dyspnœa, may be constant, or only occasional
in cardiac diseases. It may be caused either by
the imperfect filling of the cavity of the heart, or
by the fact that the heart is always engorged and
always struggling to expel the blood. Where
there is a nervous element in the case the palpita-
tion nav be due to disturbance of the cardiac
pexus, or positive degeneration of those nerve
centres. Diropsy is only present in the later stages
of heart disease, and in most cases is due to a me-
chanical damming back of the venous blood. This
obstruction may be so great as to cause rupture of
the walls of the veins, and hemorrhage, instead of
leakage of serum.

In making a careful diagnosis of heart disease
you must begin by examining the heart. Thus let
me take Case 3, for instance. I find slight fullness
of the præcordia. The impulse is felt as high up
as the third rib, as far down as the sixth, and from
the edge of the sternum out to beyond the line of
the nipple. In this instance the area of heart
dullness is three inches up and down, and two and
one-half inches transversely. The normal limits
of dullness are not so great. This tells me at once
that something must be wrong. Let we try aus-
cultation, as it is the most accurate physical
method. I begin by listening over the head of
the third rib on the left, because that spot is close
to all the valves of the heart. By listening here I
can distinguish a very marked murmur. (The Pro-
fessor at this point entered into a long description
of the character of the two normal sounds.) In
both these cases (3 and 4) the murmur is synch-
ronous with the first sound of the heart.

We have determined that there is a murmur, and
also that it is synchronous with the first sound of
the heart, but the point now arises, where is the
murmur produced ? Let us note in what direction
the murmur is best carried. This is always the
direction in which the bldbd is passing through the
diseased valve. In this case I cannot hear the
murmur at all at the aortic cartilage, and but feebly
at the pulmonary cartilage. At the point of the

sternum it is scarcely audible. Evidently there is
no aortic, and no tricuspid disease. It is dis-
tinctly audible at the point of the heart, and is
transmitted round under the left arm, and distinctly
beard at the lower and posterior angle of the left
scapulla (this point corresponds with the apex of
the beart in front). Let us sec, now, where we
are. We have beard a strong, blowing, systolic
murmur, which is synchronous with the first sound
of the beart, and is heard most distinctly at the
point at the heart, and is transmitted round under
the left arm and heard at the posterior, inferior
angle ot the left scapula. It must be a iztral re-
grgitanlt. In the same way I might go through
Cases i and 2, but I hope y-ou have seen enough
to unlerstand the method of physical diagnosis in
cases of cardiac diseases. At some future time
I shall have something to say to you about the
treatment of these diseases.-(Ph¼laelphia Med.
a1d Surgical Repo-er.

(ENERAL SUBINVOLUTION WITH PRO-
LAPSUS OF THE UTERUS AND VAGINA.

CLINIC BY PROF. THOMAS, OF NEW YORK.

Eliza G., a native of Ireland, and thirty-nine
years of age. She has been married sixteen years,
and lias had seven children, but no miscarriages.
Tbe last child was borni eight years ago, but she is
still living with lier husband. She says she has
been complaining for three months past, but was
quite well before that. She first noticed a little
lump in the right side, with pain, which " struck
upward " over the hepatic region, and extended as
far as the head. She also complains of a " weak-
ness in the back," and suffers from leucorrhœa at
times. Her menses are regular, and she never has
any trouble with the bladder. This is all she has
to tell us, and you will notice how very vague the
symptoms are. There is nothing in them whatever
to direct our attention to the uterus except the
backache and leucorrhea; but on account of
these I thought it was better to make an examina-
tion, and when I tell you what I found I am sure
you will be not a little surprised to learn the gravity
of the affection here present when the symptoms
were so trivial. This case shows very conclusively
the value of physical diagnosis, and any one who
had not resorted to it here would probably have
treated the woman for disorder of her liver. I
cannot impress ùpon you too strongly the very
great importance of physical exploration, not only
in uterine but in all other diseases. Well, on pass-
ing my finger into the vagina (which, by the way,
I had some difficulty in doing), it encountered the
cervix, very much enlarged, within two inches
from its entrance. The reason that I had trouble

1 68 THIE CANADA LANCET.
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in introducing the finger was that both the anterior are used upon the vagina. The proper pessary far

and posterior wvalls ot the vagina were prolapsed to this case is one made of Lard rubber, such as I

i marked degree. With the former the base of the show you now, and consisting of a cup, to receive

bliadder was dragged down, and with the latter the the hypertrophied cervix, and a supporting stem

rectum, constituting what is known as a rectocele, divided into two branches, one of which curves an-

so that two distin ct tuiors were formed at the terorly towards the symphysis pubis, and the other

vulva, the presence of which the patient says she posteriorly towards the anus. From the extremitv
has notice d for some time. On conjoined m anipu- of cach of these arms passes an India-rubber band

lation the bodv of the uterus is found to bc abnor- which is attached to anabdoininalb elt, and the uterus

mally large, and as the probe passes into its cavity suspended in this wav will be able to resist all the

for three and a haf inches we judge it to be in a dragging force that is exerted upon it from below.

tate of subinvolution. Furthermore, the examina- lie great advantage of this instrument is that the

iion reveals tliat there is no perineum. No cicatri- patient can apply it lierself, and it shouild alvays
i tissue is present, and we naturally ask what bas be removed at night. Aiter a lime there will be

become of it ? The fact is it has become completely almost no traction o overcoie, for the mere re

spreaîd ont, as it were, by the rectocele. taiing of the vagina in position wvill gradually re-
Now, what bas taken place ? The vagina was move the engorgement now existing, and its walls

weakened at the time of the last pregnancy. Being will become more and more strengthened by the

large and labby it fell out of the body after the persistent use of the astringent injections of which

labor, and gradually carried down the rectum with I spoke. If this plan of treatment is adopted I
its anterior wall. Subinvolution of the uterus also think I can show lier to vou very greatly improved

occurred, and it is now dragging that organ down in the course of a very few months.

too, and will soon have it out of the body. 'Tle 'llie other plan to which I alluded is the opera-

process of retrograde metaiorphosis after parturi- tion for the removal of a portion of both the ante-

tion wvas interfered with not only in the vagina and rior and posterior walls of the vagina and the forni-

uterus but also in the perinæuim. The perimæcum ation of a firm ridge of support in each. This

ahways undergoes a process of preparation and de- would prevent any future prolapse of the vagina

velopment before labor, and it is just as necessary but not of the uterus.

that involution should take place in it as in the

uterus and vagina. The difference betveen the

condition of the perinæeum at ordinary times and \L NTATION IN SURGICAL ACCI-
at the close of pregnancy is very evidently shewn ENTS AN D IAES.
when we undertake to remove large fibroids, perhaps DENTS ANI) DISEASES.
with the obstetrical forceps, as I have somnetimeS unY FRANK H. HAMILTON, M.D.
done. In such cases the perinieum invariably
viclds, while as you know, of course, it is very rare

exception in parturition. The reason is that it has If the food is not appropriate, the patient wo

not undergone the necessary preparation for the receives il will not only suffer froin lack of nourisi-

strain to be brought upon il, which ahays accorm- ment, but also from the irritation caused by the

panies utero-gestation. At present our patient is a presence of undigested, and, consequently, irritating

fair candidate for prolapsus in the third degree, a materials. Such attempts at alimentation will cer.
S r. tain/y inc-ease febrile- action and a¿gravate inxflam

com plete procidenia uteri. ain
Such cases as these are difficult to treat satis- ,at/1 n.

factorily. If the time of the menopause had ar- _llhe fact is, however, that examples are exceed-

rived we could count upon the entire disappearance ingly rare in which some feeble ability to digesi

of the subinvolution of the uterus. But some food does not exist ; and even in these exceptionai

vears must yet elapse before that occurs, and I do cases, a judicious selection and timely administra-

not hesitate to say that there are no means at our tion of certain articles seldom fails to produce an

command for reducing the organ to its normal appetite, or at ail events to convey to the systen

size in such a case as tbis. know it is claimed some nutrition. A warm, welI seasoned and wel

that this cao bc aoe by the application of the ac- cooked cup of broth, or a fragrant cup of ho

tuai cautery or potassa fusa (afer the rnethod of Sir coffee and milk, will often relieve nausea and

Henry Bennet) po tbe cervix, but il does no good epigastric distress, assuage a colic, diminish th

wHatever and only endangers the safety of the severity of a headache, lift the tone of the nerve

patient. This prolapsus of the ulerus is taking suffering under shock ; and the same or simila

place by reason of the traction exerted fro below, means will often abate sensibly febrile disturbanc(

and there are wo ways of preventing it from going and soften the pains of inflammation. Who eve

on any further: the first is for the patient to wear a knew of harm from food under these circumstances

well-fitting and appropriate pessry hold up the when carefully and judiciously administered? 

uerus ai the sarne ime that astringent injections am, at least, certain that for every case in whicl

t
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it can be shown to have donc harm, twenty cases
will be found in which it bas donc good.

Medicines-so-called-are in general so far in-
ferior to a fragrant and savory cup of food, as
peptic persuaders, and I have seen many patients
suffering with nausea and loss of appetite, who
have been speedily relieved by the mere omission
of the bitter and disgusting tonics which have been
forced upon their reluctant stomachs. It is truc
that, under the circumstances referred to, now and
then good medicines do good and improve the
appetite, and their occasional abuse or unskillful
exhibition is no reason why they should never be
used. Nevertheless, I wish to say, very emphati-
cally, that the abuse of medicines is more than
" occasional." It is alarmingly frequent. It is a
simple elementary truth, that there arc many dis-
eases and surgical injuries in which recovery takes
place as speedily without medicines as with medi-
cines ; and if any mdical man has not learned
this, and continues to give drugs from day to day
for every form and grade of human ailment, so
much the worse for him and for his patients.

But if men can live and recover from disease
sometimes without medicine, no man can live or
recover from disease without food. Organs which
are maimed and struggling must have food, or they
will soon cease to labor, and will die. A wound
will not heal nor a bone unite without nutriment.
In every human malady and surgical accident,
repair and recovery wait on nutrition.

It is not improper, then, to say that as a means
of restoring the sick and wounded, when both may
be needed, good food is of more importance than
gool medicine. Large armies have always suffered
more from a deficient supply of proper food than
from a deficient supply of proper niedicines.

One conclusion to which my statement of facts
and process of reasoning leads me is that hospitals
and dispensaries ougbt to have the means and
appliances for supplying to the sick, infirm, and
maimed who come to them for help, not only
medicines and skilled medical and surgical services,
but also an abundance of nutritious food ; indeed,
that the question of food ought to be the first,
where it is generally the last consideration.

There is an impression among many laymen,
who have the charge of hospitals, that " extras,"
including eggs, milk, etc., with the services of the
"diet kitchen," ought to be reserved for the few
who are very seriously ili, and that all the slightly
ill or convelescent should be content with the
" ordinary " diet of the hospital, which is seldom
very attractive to even a sound stornach. Those
who have had experience in the United States
army hospitals know that this was never the theory
or practice of these hospitats ; but that all of the
regular rations were commuted, and with the
money thus obtained nothing but what migbt be
termed "extras " were purcbased.

If a man is able to eat hard-tack and salt pork,
or tough beef and unsavory soups, he is able,
generally, to go to work, and ought not to remailn
in the hospital. Though well in other respects,
and detained only because his broken limb is not
thoroughly repaired, it does not follow that he can
eat and digest what he could easily master when
working out of doors, and carrying brick-hods to
the top of five story buildings. If it is an object
to get these men speedily out of the hospital, and
thus save the tax-payers ; if it is desirable to restore
them soon to their families, of whom they may be
the sole support, then it will be necessary to give
then food which, will encourage an appetite, and
bc easily digested by a stomach weakened by long
confinement, sickness, and anxiety. They must be
treated in this respect in the hospitals, as we--you
and I -are treated at home, where the utmost care
is taken to sec that our food is suitable and ap-
petizing ; where, although we may have ceased to
take medicine, so long as we find ourselves unable
to return to our usual out-door duties, we are fed
onîly upon " extras." These same poor people,
inmates of the hospitals, if they were at home, in
their own humble apartments, would be fed bet'er,
so far as the quality and mode of preparing the
food is concerned, than they are in most public
hospitals. No pains are spared, generally, to fur-
nish the poor all the niedicine they need ; but
what they want most, and get the least, is good
focd.

The rnedicines and liquors dispensed at Bellevue
Hospital during the six months ending July 1,
1877, cost $7,750 ; and for all the charities and
prisons under the charge of the Commissioners of
Public Charities and Correction, these two articles
cost, for the year 1876, $40,892 ; about one-fourth
of which, the apothecary informed me, was for
liquors ; leaving a balance of about $32,200 as
having been expended for other medicines than
stimulating liquors. Possibly a much larger sum
bas been expended for " extras " in the same insti-
tutions. Upon this point I am not informed, but
my long connection with this, and other civil hos-
pitals, enables me to say that it is generally more
difficult to obtain proper food, and a supply suf-
ficient for the demand, than it is to obtain good
medicines and in sufficient quantity.

In these remarks there is no imputation upon
those excellent and humane gentlemen who are in
charge ot these institutions. In my opinion we
are alone responsible for this state of facts, inas-
much as we have hitherto failed to urge upon them
and the public the greater importance of nutriment
and the comparatively less importance of medicine.

Some intelligent men and women, not of our
profession, have seen the want before we have,
and they have established in various parts of the
city diet kitchens, to supply the very want of which
I am speaking, and which are properly made sub-
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sidiary to the dispensaries. There ought to be
one immediately connected with every dispensary,
and in the sane building as the drug store now is.

Indeed, I would be glad to see one-half of the
drug stores, and all of the liquor stores converted
into diet kitchens. I am not quite certain that
they need all to be eleemosynary in their character.
It is possible they might, some of them, be self-
sustaining. They will not have to be taxed like
liquor shops, to pay for the crime and pauperism
they create-nor will they kill as many people by
accidental overdosing as do drug shops, not to
speak of the deaths from overdosing caused by the

prescriptions of illiterate and careless doctors.
Those who have them in charge will not require a
very long apprenticeship, and need know nothing
of Latin.

Verv few of their materials will have to be im-

In these opinions I fully concur, and if Mr.
Laflin's opinions are sound in reference to the
eating of raw and highly seasoned meats by those
who are in health, it is quite certain that this, to
civilized palates, disgusting and overseasoned food
is unsuitable for the sick, and it would be well if
medical men would give attention to the common
sense and practical remarks of this gentleman.-
Hospital Gazette.

COHN ON THE PRODUCTION OF LOCAL
ARTIFICIAL ANÆ1,MIA AS A MEANS

OF TREATING DISEASES IN
THE EXTREMITIES.

(London Medical Record, Dec., 1877.)

ported, and they will require very little advertising, Dr. Bernard Cohn relates his experience in treat
so that all in all these diet kitchens can be run ing three cases, (one of which was a white swelling
very cheaply. of the knee,) of acute and chronic inflammation in

You will not consider it out of place, I trust, if the extremities, by temporarily rendering the lirb
I read to you the opinions of a professional athlete, bioodless with Esmarch's bandage:
Mr. J. M. Laflin, as reported in one of our morn- An acute phlegmon of the toc, with inflammatory
ing papers-the Hera/d of October, 21, 1877. He swelling of the foot, after fifteen minutes' application
is speaking upon the subject of diet in training. of the bandage> vas followed by a very noable

" In the first place, there are at the present day diminution of the swelling and pain. In a case of
many young men wvho are preparing or training fo very painful diffuse swelling of the forearm, the
athletic pastimes or pursuits who naturally apply pain, and the sweiling, to some extent, disappeared.
for instruction as to diet to some professional On these two cases the author lroerly lays less
athiete, who gives themi the stereotyped advice : stress thian upon the case of joint disease. A child

Eat plenty of rare meat.' Now this advice w~ouAd of tbree and a-haf years of age ihad suffred for
be ail xell enough, perhaps, if the stomach of the eighteen months froni a wite swelling in the knee.
one asking advice xvas as strong, as that of the one The disease bad originated in a faîl, and a well
giving the advice, but it is not, of course, and so, marked acute stage , ad been followed by the
as it requires a great deai of tone and stredgth in characteristic chronic changes of tumor abus.
the stomach to digest rare mveat, the beginner in The joint was swollen, painful, mch flexed, and
tletics finds himsef unable to digest the rare scarcely inoveable, either actively or passiveiy.

meat b ve eats. It had been treated by fine gypsum bandages,
"Then in the second place, nothi g is ell covering twenty-slx weeks. When dr. Cohn first

digested in the stomach against which the palate saw it, the affected knee was one ad one-haef

revolts. In many instances-myseif, for example inches larger than its mate, the bones felt thickened,
at first--the taste of very rare meat is very unpalat- tbe subcutaneous tissue infiltrated, and tbe borders

able indeed, and to overcome this difficulty, re- of the pateila were difficu t to make out. No

course is had to ail sorts of spices and condiments effusion of the joint vwas observed. hFl general
to render it more pleasant. Most spices and con- condition was otherwise satisfactory.
diments are pernicious in the long run to digestion, The treatment tas commenced by applying the

and so rare meat, eaten under these conditions, bandage for a few moments only. But, after four

becomnes positiveîy injurious. or five days, it could be borne an hour daily-
" Meat ougt to be neither rare nor what is sometimes longer. Occasionally the application

called tell done, but medium, so as to be palatabe swas made twice daily, when it was allowed to

vithout spices, etc., while at the samoe time it remain haf to three-fourths of an hour each time.

retains a large sbare of its natura juices. After tbree weeks it was found that the difference

"More harm bas probably been caused by this in the size of the two joints was reduced fron four

notion of rare, underdone, bloody meat being un- centimetres, (one and one-ha f inches down to

wholesore, than by any other idea on tbe wbole tarf a centimetre. The condyles had becone re-

subject, and the very first thing, young men, stored to their natural formn, the pateila loose and

especiay young men luxuriously nurtured, wbo moveable, pain and tenderness had completely

take a persona interest in athletics should do is to disappeared, the amount of passive motion was

abjure this notion altogether." t increased, and there was no pain on niovement.

rean alre hr o t ntrl ucs.Atrthe eesi wsfun ht h ifeec
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Forcible extension was now practiced under vious wound, either surgical or accidental, of some
chloroform, and was attended by a recurrence of standing. The operation, as performed by Srib.
the inflammation ; but this was rapidly subdued by is briefly as follows : An incision, two or tliree cen-
the previous treatment. Tie final result wvas almost timetres long, is made on either side of the patelLi.
perfect cure ; the patient could walk and iove the down to the joint, and a drain-tube inserted. If
joint in all directions without pain. The only the bursa, under the extensor muscles, communi-
trace of the previous disease which remained was cates with the joint, as a rule, no further incision is
a trfling amount of swelling, and a somewhat im- needed. In the rare case in which it is isolated,paired mobility of the articulation. an incision is made down through the quadriceps

Dr. Colin states that the limb should be thor- femoris, and a short tube inserted. The operation
oughly emptied of blood, and the occlusion should must be carried out oiti the s/ricest an/isef/icfre
be a perfect one. The final constriction should be cau/ions. Before the drainage tube is inserted, the
made with several turns of the bandage and not joint is "swabbed " with a soft sponge, in acute
with a narrow tube. In reply to a query, " How cases using a five per cent. solution of carbolic
long can this bloodless state be maintained ?" he acid ; in chronic cases, or where there is fetidity, a
says, The limit of safety is not likely, he thinks, twelve per cent. solution of zinc chloride. The
ever to be reached, and we need not be anxious tube is then put in, and the joint washed out
on this score, if the shutting out of the circulation through it with carbolic acid (two and a-half to
be perfect. An imperfect occlusion is dangerous. five per cent.), until the solution runs clear. Dur-
The blood passes by the arteries into the- limb, ing the injection, the joint must be gently kneaded
while the venous outlets are completely stopped. with the hand. In acute inflammation, the tube
The pain is a great difficulty in this method, but it must be removed as soon as possible. The greater
may be reduced by not applying the bandage con- part may be taken out after the third or fourth
stricting the limb above tighter than is absolutely dressing, if the wound is perfectly sweet, and the
necessary.--N. Y. Hospi/a! Gazette. remainder on the tenth to fourteenth day. If the

secretion does not quickly diminish, the joint must
be washed out again with carbolic acid, and the
drainage somewhat prolonged, but the whole tubeINDICATIONS FOR DRAINAGE OF THE i must never be left in after the tenth to twelfth dav

KNEE-JOINT. for fear of irritating the cartilage on which it lies.
In chronC icc or wheni- fun1 it i

Dr. J. Scriba, assistant in the Surgical Clinic at
Freidburg (Baden), recommends drainage of the
knee-joint, instead of excision, in the following
cases : 1. In acute serous inflammation, in the
rare event of there being abnormal pain of suffi-
cient severity to affect the patient's general health.
2. In acute purulent inflammation of the joint, as
soon as there is distinct fluctuation ; in the rare
case of osteo-myelitis, involving one or both
epiphyses; in the purulent inflammation which
may complicate pyæmia, pneumonia, acute infec-
tious diseases, and phlegmonous erysipelas of the
lower extremities. 3. In chronic serous inflamma-
tion of the joint. 4. In fungous inflammation-
(a) where the fluid secretion in the joint exceeds
the fungous granulation in amount, and where the
cartilage is still intact ; (b) where there is excess of
fungous granulation, but where caries is still ab-
sent. The presence of caries is a contra-indication
for drainage, and an indication for excision. Scriba
lays down the following maxim, in opposition to
those British surgeons who counsel very early ex-
cision : "The earlier chronic fungous inflammation
of a joint comes under treatment, the better hope
is there of giving the patient a useful movable
knee joint, by-means of drainage." It should be
stated that Scriba only speaks of drainage applied
to a joint wz'hic/l is opened at the moment the tube is
inserted, and not to one in which there is a pre-

Sgoa y s preseit, the
tube must be allowed to lie across the cavity of
the joint for twenty or thirty days, in order to
stimulate the lining membrane.-(iMed. Times and
Gazette, Sept. 15 th, 1877.)

EPITHELIOMA OF THE CERVIX UTERI.

(CLINIC BY PROF. THOMAS. NEW YORK.)

Before bringing in the first patient whom I have
to show you to-day, gentlemen, I wish to present
to you a specimen, for which I am indebted to the
kindness of Dr. B. F. Dawson. It is, as you per-
ceive, a mass of tissue, which, upon one side, has
the appearance of a piece of cooked meat, as in
reality it is ; while upon the other side, it presents
a gangrenous and putrefying surface. The specimen
is taken from a case of the same character as I have
shown you a great many times here already, and
which, unfortunately, I shall, no doubt, have the
opportunity of showing you many tirnes in the
future, viz., cancer of the cervix uteri. Th-- patient
from whom this was removed presented the weii
known symptoms, the cachexia and the profuse
hemorrhages, alternating with watery discharges, to
which I have so often called your attention.

In considering whether to operate in these cases,
it is well to observe the general rule, that, if it is



possible to renove the whole of the diseased sur- the cervix, followed by the most brilliant results.

face, it is commonly a wise procedure to do so. Sone of theni were cases of malignant disease, and

If such is the condition of the parts, the operation sonie of hyperplasia of the organ due to some other

is not attended by nuch danger, and it at least ac- cause, and his success at once brought the opera-

complishes the good result of a considerable retard- tion into great repute. Not long afterward, however,

ation of the progress of the disease. his interne published a second report of the same

Unfortunately, it is exceedingly rare for a patient cases, which showed that Lisfrancs statements

to be entirely cured in this way, as in the course of were frequently false, and that a large number of

a year, at most, the affection usually returns. Were the cases had died soon after the operation. This

I to give iy own experience, I should say that it occasioned a notable controversy in medical circles

makes its reappearance,as a rule, within six months, in Paris, and had the effect of throwing a grcat deal

and very often in three months after the operation. of discredit on amputation of the cervix, which has

If on the other band, the disease has spread so as prevailed in the profession until quite recently.

to involve a considerable portion of the uterus, or When performed by the knife oi scissors, it is apt

the walls of the vagina, still less can be acconiplish- to be exceedingly dangerous, from the severe

ed by the operaton of removal, and it should only hemorrhage alinost unavoidably occasioned by it,

be undertaken for the sake of checking severe and at the present day I hold that it is very wrong

hemorrhage, or averting to some extent, the danger to run the risk of using such means, unless soie

of septicænia from such a large sloughing niass in partictilar end is to be gained by so doing. By far

the vagina. At best, it is purely a palliative mueasure ; the best and safest method of removmg the cervix

but it may bave the effect of sonewhat prolonging is by means of the galvano-cautery. A platinmh1

life, or at least, of miaking the patient more comrfort- wvire, the tension upon which is regulated by a screw,

able. is made to encircle the cervix, and imbeded in the

Eight years ago I removed a cervix which was tissues at the point where the amputation is to be

pronounced, by Professor Delafield and other com- made, which should be entirely ab)ove the seat of

petent iicroscopists, to Le cancerous. One year disease, if possible. When the wire is brought to

afterward the patient married, and up to the present a sufficient teniperature by the electrical current, it

time (for she still returns annually to show herself at is slowly tightened, and at the samne time contmn-

the clinic) there bas been no return whatever of uous and some what forcible traction is made upon

the disease. But this is absolutely the only case the portion of cervix to be renoved, by means of

where I have operated, in which the carcinomatous a strong pair of shiarp-toothed forceps. 'This latter

growth bas not reappeared and the number of My procedure bas the effect of producing a hollow-

operations for this affection must be pretty large by shaped stump, and in this way a great deal more

this time, as I perform at least five or six of themi of the tissues of the uterus is removed than if the

every Winter. You may, perhaps,ask why cancer of amputation is made straight across. In this opera-

the uterus should be so different in this respect, tion there is almost no danger, and I have seen a

from that situated in many other parts of the body, bad result follow it in but one out of the very large

and I will explain this to you. When the seat of number of cases in which I have employed it. This

the disease is upon any of the external parts, the result was pelvic cellulitis ; but even in that case
ptendiseaetiuon any of ete terafor instance, there was some doubt whether the cellulitis was
patients's attention is directed ta it (as, fr instne erel wasusaed bt opeton. The cemorrhisae
by a littie lump in the breast), at a very eariy stage, reaily caused by the operatian. 'lle heniorrhage

and before the general syste,i bas becrye involved. from it is exceedingly sligbt, frequently not amount-
andbefre hegenralsytemhasbecmenid elp ng to ten drops altogether ; and Dr. Byrne, of

In the uterus, however, cancer goes on deveofp- tn dras perand Dr. gvno-

ing for months, entirely without -the knowledge of Brooklyn, wbo bas, perhaps, used the galvano-

the patient, since any indefinite symptans ta which cautery more frequently in the amputation of the

it may give rise are very apt ta be attributed to the cer< h i any one else, attributes the remarkable

change of life, if the patient is approaching the cli- imiunity from septicmia which bas been noticed

macteric period. At last, during coitus, and with- after it to the fact that the absorbent lymphatic

out any apparent cause, there cories a profuse gush vessels are all closed by the operation.

of blood and the patient, becoming alarmed, seeks Recently, I was summoned to a neighboring city
ofdcblood adce ptibeycoin atr aking an to testify in a suit for malpractice brought against

examination, reveals ta ber the nature of the case, a physician of high standing, by a patient in whom

if ee tbinks best, and tels ber that the disease has he amputated the cervix five years ago with the

-f developing for six hronths, or perhaps a year. galvano-cautery. The condition on account of

The truth is, that the cancerous grpwth has been which the suit was instituted was the closure of the

out of sight, and, therefore, out of mmd, and it as uterine canal (which prevented the escape of the

now passed beyond the stage when amputation of menstrual blood), in onsequence of the operation ;

the cervix eould probably ave cured it. but I was not called upon to give my opinion in

Sane years ago, the famous Lisfranc reported the case, for the reason that the judge very wisely

over a bundred cases of successfrl anputatiCn of g.ve his decision in favor of the defendant before
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it came to trial at all. These contractions, I may
explain, follow the use of the galvano-cautery in the
majority of instances. Some writers claim that
atresia of the uterine canal invariably results from
amputation by it ; but, from my own experience, I
can emphatically deny this. Only three days ago,
I saw, with Dr. T. B. Hunter, a patient in whom
we perforied the operation by this means some
little time ago (on account of an exceedingly long
and conical cervix, which actually projected from
the vulva and entirely prevented sexual intercourse),
and we found the canal quite as large as in the
ordinary normal uterus. In perhaps forty out of
fifty instances, however, there will result more or
less narrowing, though it is not very common to
find complete closure of the canal after the opera-
tion. But the advantages of the galvano-cautery in
appropriate cases, it must be acknowledged by ail,
far outweighs any such disadvantage as this ; and
even if there is complete atresia of the canal, it is
not at all a difficult thing to remedy, by means of
incision and the retention for a short time, of a plug
in the os uteri. Surgeons do not give up the am-
putation of limbs because once in a while, without
any fault of theirs, the patient afterward suffers
from neuralgia of the stump, or is unable to wear
an artificial limb upon it ; and neither should we
give up amputation of the cervix by the galvano-
cautery because atresia occasionally results from
it.--Med. and Surg. Reporter.

PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
DIPHTHERIA.

by an offensive effluvium. Cervical cellulitis and
adenitis, which maycause very considerable swell-
ing of the neck, appear to be often, if not usually,
due to septic absorption from the lower surface,
the inflammation extending from the absorbents to
the glands and connective tissue. Considerable
swelling of the neck, therefore, seldom occurs in
diphtheria or scarlatina without manifest symptoms
of toxæemia, and is to be regarded as a sign of its
presence. (3) Obstructive laryngitis ; (4) uræmia;
(5) sudden failure of the heart's action, either from
the anæmia and general feebleness, from granulo-
fatty degeneration of the muscular fibres of the
heart, which is liable to occur in all infectious dis-
eases of a malignant type ; or from ante-mortem
heart-clots. (6) Suddenly developed passive con-
gestion and oedema of the lungs, probably due to
feebleness of the heart's action, or to paralysis of
the respiratory muscles. Death may occur from
this cause during what seems to be convalescence.
The physician is less likely to err who bears in
mind the possibility of these various terminations
and Dr. Smith believes that the condition of the
urine is too infrequently and too superficially ex-
amined, seeing that it often contains a large quan-
tity of albumen.

" Among the symptoms which render the prog-
nosis unfavorable are repugnance to food, vomiting
pallor, with progressive weakness, and emaciation
from the blood-poisoning ; a large amount of albu-
men, with casts in the urine, showing uræmia, to
which the vomiting is sometimes, but not always
attributable ; a free discharge from the nostrils, or
occlusion of thern by inflammatory thickening and
exudation, showing that a considerable portion of
the Schneiderian membrane is involved : hæmorr-

Dr. Lewis Smith, Clinical Professor of Diseases hage from the rrouth or nostrils ; and obstructed
of Children at Bellevue Medical College, observes respiration. One, at least, of these has been
(American furnal of Îledical Sciences October) present in most of the fatal cases which have fallen
that the endemic persistence of this disease in somiie under my observation."
localities, as New York, and its [frequent epidemie It is remarkable, Dr. Smith observes, that con-
outbreaks in country villages and towns, have cerning a disease which bas been so long under
aroused great attention as to its nature and treat- wide-spread and able observation, such wide dis-
mcnt. No disease also,headds,standsmore in need crepancy of opinion as to treatment prevails. This
of all the light which science and experience can bas arisen in part by the different views taken of
throw upon it, not only on account of the divergence the nature of the disease, but still more is due to
of views which prevails respecting it, but because of the unreliability of the statisiscs of treatment, o'wing
the frequency with which the prognosis is belied. to the very varying types the disease presents even
This uncertainty of prognosis, he believes, de- in the same epidemic, so that while some cases re-
pends much upon the fact that diphtheria termi- sist all measures, others scarcely require treat-
nates fatally in several distinct ways, so that while i ment at all. He believes that the germ theory of
the patient may seem safe with respect to the diphtheria bas done immense harm by concen-
more manifest and common conditions of danger trating attention so much on local and general
a fatal result may still occur from some unseen antiseptic treatment, which, as far as his
and unexpected cause. experience goes, proves of little use ; and

Death may result from (i) diphtheritic blood he is of opinion that the fact of the treat-
poisoning; probably also fnom (2) septic poisoning ise in Ziemssen's Cyclopæ-edia which propagates
produced by absorption from the under surface of this doctrine, having been published before Sannè's
decomposing pseudo-membrane-especially when more useful book, has led to great mischief. Ex-
this is extensive, deeply embedded, and attended perience bas, however, brought on a reaction, and
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practitioners are beginning to learn that constitu-
tional treatment is of as paramount importance in
diphtheria as in scarlatina. As the result of his
own large experience, he lays down the following
propositions :-i. In ordinary cases the poisonous
principle of diphtheria enters the blood through
the lungs, and after incubation, varying from a few
hours to seven or eight days, gives rise to the
symptom of the disease. 2. Facts do not justify
the belief that the system can be protected by
antiseptic or preservative medicines, given inter-

nally. 3. There is no known antidote for diph
theria, in the sense in which quinia is an antidote
for mialarial disease. 4. Diphtheria, like erysipelas
has no fixed duration. It may cease in two or
three days, or continue for as many weeks, the
specific poison acting more intensely at the com-
mencement than at a latter period; so that diphther-
itic inflammation-as laryngitis, e. g.--is more se-
vere and dangerous at an early period than wvhen
the disease has continued a few days. 5. The in-
dication of treatment is to sustain the patient by
most nutritious diet, tonics, and stimulants, em-
ploying other measures as adjuvants as the indi-
cations arise, the same rules of treatment being for
the most part appropriate as are applicable in
scarlatina. Local treatment should be unirritating
and designed to prevent putrefactive changes and
septic poisoning. Irritants which produce pain
lasting more than a fev minutes, or which increase
the area or degree of redness, are hurtful, and in-
crease the extent and thickness of the pseudo-
membranes.

The most nutritious and easily digested food
should be given, the preservation of the patient's
inclination for food being of vital imnortance.
Beef-tea or the expressed juice of meat, Milk, with
farinaceous substances, etc., should be given every
two or three hours, or to the full extent without dis-
turbing digestion. Failure of appetite and refusal
of food are justly regarded as most unfavourable
signs. In malignant diphtheria or scarlatina pa-
tients are allowed sometimes to slumber too long
without nutriment. It is the slumber of toxærmia,
and should be interrupted by feeding at stated
times. Stimuil, as observed by Sannè, are indi-
cated in Froportion to the gravity of the case ; and
while mild cases do well without alcohol, this is
required in all cases of a severe type, and should
be given in large and frequent doses, where-
ever pallor or loss of appetite, or of strength
and flesh, indicates danger. Of tonic, none
answer the purpose better than cinchonidia and
quinia. Concerning the doses of the latter, the
greatest difference of opinion prevails, according as
its antipyretic or its tonic effects are sought to be
obtained. But high febrile action calling for anti-

pyretic doses of three, five or more grains, are sel-

dom observed after the first forty-eight hours,
while at a subsequent period the tonic dose or

two grains every two or four hours will be found
sufficient. Great difference of practice also pre-
vails with respect to iron, some using it exclusively
in large doses, while others employ moderate doses
as an adjuvant to vegetable tonics. The formula
which Dr. Smith prefers, say for a child five years
old, is the following :-R. Quinia sulph. 3 ss.,
elixir adjuvantis or elixir taraxici co. - ij. Give one
teaspoonful every two or four hours, and one tea-
spoonful of the following hourly between-R.
Tinct. ferri chlor. 3 ij., pot. chlor. 3 ij., syrup - iv.
The tonic effect of the iron is not impaired by the
chlorate of potass, which is added on account of
its action on the inflamed surface. The citrate of
iron and ammonia alone, or combined with car-
bonate of ammonia, may be given in two-grain
doses, in syrup, instead of the above, when the in
flammation of the fauces has considerably abated
or is moderate. As the disease begins to abate
the intervals between the doses may be length-
ened, but the tonic should not be entirely discon-
tinued until the patient is far advanced in recovery,
on account of the dangerous sequelæ which origi-
nate in an impoverished condition of the blood.

The object in local treatment should be to re-
duce the inflammation of the mucous surfaces. and
destroy the diphtheritic poison and contagious pro-
plrties in the pseudo-membrane, and to destroy
the septic poison, and prevent its absorption
should ainy form. Forcible renoval of the pseudo-
memlbrane, irritating applications, the use of a
sponge or other rough instrument for making the
applications, should be avoided as likely to do
harm. These should be made with a large camel's
hair pencil, or (better for most mixtures employed)
with the atomiser. The hand atomiser is very
useful, but the constant spray of the steam atom-
iser is very effectual, and is preferable in some
cases. Dr Smith employs the following mixture: -
i. Salicylie acid 3 ss., glycerine , ij., lime-
water vuij. 2. Carbolic acid gtt. xxxij., gly-
cerine 3 ij., lime-water ý vj. 3. Carbolic acid gtt.
xxxij., chlorate of potash 3 iij., glycerine ij.,
water 3 v. Half a dozen or a dozen compressions
of the bulb of the hand atomiser cover the surface
of the throat more effectually with the liquid than
can be done by several applications of the brush,
and it is usually not dreaded by the patient. Dim-
inution in size of the pseudo-membrane under the
use of the spray is a favorable sign ; but if it do
not diminish, its presence can do little harm if
properly disinfected. In many cases the spray
suffices for local treatment, but this mixture (car-
bohc acid gtt. viij., liq. ferri subsulph. 3 ij.-5 iij.,
glycerine 3 j.), applied by a large camel's hair pen-
cil, is also very effectual, converting the pseudo-
membrane into an inert mass, and putting a stop
to all movements of the ba.cteria which swarm
in it. It may be used two or three times a day
between the spraying, or oftener without this.
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Pscud'o-ne/nbranous laryngitis, the most formidaýble much good, the additions of iron caused a cessa-symIptom of diphtheria, is best treated by the spray. tion of the fits, whvich, however, recurred aftcr aOf twenty-five cases treated by Dr. Smith, seven time. In another case, that of a girl seventeen
recovered by inhalation of spray, and two by trach- years of age, who had suffered from severil fitseotomy. Vhen the Sceciderian menibrIane is daily froi the age of three years, the bremide
especially affected, being more sensitive than Ihe alone caused a diminution in the frequency andfauces, it requires a milder treatment. The best severity of the fits. At the end of three months
consists in injecting into the nostrils, by means of belladonna was added to the bromide, and the fits
a small-syringe, every third or fourth hour, one or ceased, and then she took quinine and iron for sixtwo teaspoonfuls of a mixture formed of carbolic months without having any recurrence. A third
acid gtt. xxxiv., glycerine 5 ij., and water v vj., case, that of a woman forty-eight years of age, the
using it of the temperature of the body, the head subject of attacks of fet/it ma, occurring at thebeing thrown back, and the eyes covered with a catamenial periods, was temporarily curcd by thecloth.--Meical Times ard Gazele. administration of the perchloride of iron. At the

end of eighteen months, a recurrence of the atticks
was met successfuilly by the bromicde, and an in-

IRON IN EPILEPSY. terval of twelve months of freedom gained ; a
second recurrence took place, and a return to the

In the October issue of the Practitioner, Dr. iron treatment again proved effectual. One other
Gowers adduces strong evidence in favour of the case may be mentioned from this paper ; it was
use of iron in many cases of epilepsy, a disease that of a man twenty-three years of age, wh o for
'rom which the drug has been, perhaps, too rigidly five months had been subject to severe epileptic
proscribed. In a large number of cases he has attacks, mostly noctural. lie was treated with ten
found that iron has no recognisable influence upon minims of tincture of perchloride of iron threc
the affection, one way or another; but there remain times daîiy, and continued to take it for six months,
others in which it may be employed with temlpor- and during this time had only two attacks, one in
ary and even permanent beneft. In those cases the first and one in the third month of the treat-
in which its action is transient, there is, at first, a ment. After the iron had been left off he remained
marked diminution in the number and severity of free from attacks for four nionths, when the fits
the fits, but if the administration of the metal be recurred, and in three months were " as bad as
pushed, effects which may be regarded as injurious ever." A return to the perchloride at once pro-
ensue, the fits reappearing with all their former duced a freedom from attacks during the time he
severity. However. there are some cases in which continued to take it. Two instances of attacks
its action is direct and permanent-in fact, cura- with co-ordinated spasm-lessened or arrested by
tive. Such cases- those in which iron does most the use of iron--are also given.-T/ie Lancet.
good-are chiefy nose which stand on the border-
land between epilepsy and hysteria; but even in
some pu, l epileptic cases iron has been found to
have produced permanent resuilts. Dr. Gowers PROGRESSIVE PERNICIOUS (OR 11)0-
points out that anæemia is no indication for the use PATHIC) ANÆiMIA ; RETINAL HÆM]iENIOR-
of iron in tbese cases, and suggests that it may RHAGES AND DOUBLE OPTIC NEURI-
have a direct influence upon the nervous system, TIS ; MICROCYTHEMiA ; EPISTAXIS•
like zinc, silver, and other metals, quite apart from DEATH; NECROPSY.
its hSnmatinic properties. He supl)orts his opinion
by brief notes of a few cases from his out-patient (Ulder the care of Dr. Stephen iaekenzi*.)
practice at the Natiou d Hospital for Paralysis and
Epilepsy, guarding Limself against drawing too The following careful record of a rare malady
rash conclusions by bearing in mmd the sources will doubtless be read with interest.
of fallacy that may a-ise in testing any therapeutical W. J.--, aged ten years, a schoolboy, was
remedy in epilepsy, such as the natural variation admitted on Sept. 5th last. His father and mother
in frequency of the fits, and the influence of the were alive and healthy, and had several other chil-
biomide, under wl.,ýh all epileptics are mostly dren, who enjoyed exceedingly good health and
placed. Thbe frequency with wbich fits increase looked quite well. The patient had scarlet fever,
on withdrawal of the bromide does not allow of measles, and whooping-cough, previous to his
any conclusions being drawn as to the efficacy of fourth year. He had had good health up to three
iron wben it is substituted for the latter drug. Iron months before admission, being, however, rather
should, then, be given in cases where no other subject to cougbs and colds. Had lived in fair-
treatment has been tried, or if the bromide be taken sized rooms in the east-end of London all his life.
it should be added to this, and the effect noted. Three months before admission, he began to
Thus, in one case where the bromide had not done get white, like wax or a dead body. His father
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said at the same time lie began to feel weak, and the whole field of the erect image in the almost

could not run about. He was drowsy and giddy, fully (ilated pupil. It did not appear to be con-

the giddiness coning on especially on getting up ; nected with any vessel. Scattered over the rest of

it was not so bad when lie lay down. He had a the retina were other snaller liemorrhages. There

constant frontal headache, not severe, but gradually were no white patches or gistening specks. Left

getting worse. lis head ached especially on get- eye in all respects the sanie as right, wantiog only

ting up. His head used to perspire so iuclh as to the very large hæSmorrhage. Microscopical exami-

wet the pillow, but the rest of the body was free n ation of the blood showed great variability in the

fron perspration. He had frequent nausea, but size cf the coloured corpuscles. There was a con-

did not vomit. Two ionths before admission, lie siderable nuiber of snall coloured corpuscles

left school, but went out occasionally, though lie not more thain one-quarter the size of the normal

did not care for the exertion. He never felt warni. ones. Most of the small ones were spherical in

His appetite w-as good. One month before ad- shape, and of the sanie tint as the larger ones ; a

mission, had to take to hls ied, lie felt so sick and few of then presented tail-like processes. The re-

giddy, aid could not walk about. He complained maining coloured corpuscles had their natural tint.

of ear-ache, and liad some discharge from right ear. There was no cxcess of colouriess corpuscles.

He had to go home from school occasionally, the Urme 30 oz., acid ; clear, sp. gr. 1015; no albu-

pain in the ear was so great ; it lasted on and off men ; contained 7 per cent. of urea, or 6.72 grms.
for about a mîonth. His bowels were regular. His in twenty-four hours. Pulse small and soft ; tem-

face was thouglit to be puffy in the morning, but perature, 99°F. ; respiration easy, not accelerated.

the hands and feet were never noticed to be swol- Sept. i 1th.-Vomited last night and this norn-

len. His synptons all became progressively more img.
severe until admission. Thiough nausea vas con- i 6th.-Nose bled during night ; handkerchief

stant, his mother said lie lad only vomited once stained with pinkish blood.
after some " oil." i 8th.--Epistaxis ; murnur very distinct, most

His condition on admission was as follows distinct over pulmonary artery.
A dark-haired boy with brown irides, sonewhat 24ti.--Mumur conducted well into axilla

wasted. Skin everywhere extremely pallid, having strongly-iarked pulsation of carotid arteries ; loud

a waxy or ivory-like appearance. No ædemîa of bellows-sound over vens of neck.

face. Lips, gums, tongue, mucous membrane of 29th.-Tint of skin changing ; colour less yellow,

nose, and conjunctiv[e very pale. Chest well more wbite ; systolic murmur all over heart.

formed ; lungs normal. Cardiac imptilse half an Oct. 1st.-Nausea and vomiting this morning;

inch outside and an inch below left nipple, heav- felt giddy. Could not sit up when his bed was

ing ; a systolic thrill over cardiac area ; cardiac made. Temperature, which yesterday was 98-8',

dulness extended from left margin of sternum up- bas risen to-day to 1030-

wards to third rib ; and to left lalf an inch outside 4th.-Bleedng from gums ; blood very pink and

nipple line. Systolic murmur loudest at apex and watery ; feels lively. •s

bottom of sternum, but heard over aortic and pul- 16th.-No sickness or headache ; vision -, reads

monary valves. Hepatic dulness from fifth rib to 12 Snellen with riglt eye ; 2 - and 172 Snellen

margin of thorax. Splenic dulness not increased ; with left eye. Still marked optic neuritis, with

spleen cannot be felt. Lymphatic glands just to hamorrhages in both retinæ. ThL large patch in

be felt in left axilla under jaw, behind right car, and the right eye but little altered. Temperature 99 .

in groins: little, if not at all, enlarged. Hearing in 25th.-Sickness and headache.

left ear good, and in right somewhat defective; Nov. 12th.-Distressing vomiting, bringing up a

has a little pain in vertex. Pupils dilated. good deal of fluid.

Opht/almoscopic examination.-Right eye: There 14th.-Nose bled this morning-half a porringer

was much swelling of the optic nerve. The edge full.

was now-here visible. Both arteries and veins dis- i8th.-Very sick ; headache.

tended, but very pale ; the latter very tortuous; 2 1t.-Vomîiting cornes on if bie takes mueh food;

botd lost in places in exudation. The centre of his appetite has been failing for the last fortnight.

the disc, where the exudation was thickest, had a 27th.-Very sick ; brings everything up ; is very

bluish tinge. Tliere was one or two small hemor- feeble.
r.ages on the dise itself. Around the disc the 28th.-Distressing vomiting ; surface somewh t

retina appeared uneven and irregular. At some cold ; pulse scarcely to be counted. Says he

parts it was very transparent, and trough it could knows be is dying, and asks to be taken home.

be seen choroidal vessels and pigment at other Was removed by his parents, and taken a distance

parts it was intranslucent, and the vessels were of about two miles in a cab. Did not complain of

hidden. In t e eft lower quadrant, beneath the pain or fatigue on the journey ; conversed with his

yenlow spot, as a large, irregularly-saped, sharply- parents and brothers and sisters. Died at io p.m.;

defined hæemorrhage of deep red tint, occupying intellect clear and tranquil to the last.
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The patient was treated with iron, and later with diminution in the size of the coloured blood-iron and arsenic combined. He had a simple corpuscles (microcythæmia) was well-marked, butdiet, and a small quantity of wine. His urine was no nucleated corpuscles were detected. Hemor-examined almost daily ; it averaged thirty-five rhagic extravasations into the retinæ are usuallyounces, was clear, acid, and free from albumen, noticed in pernicious anæmia, and were welland he passed from six to seven grammes of urea marked in this case. According to Litten, theydaily. The blood was examined several times ; have no diagnostic value in distinguishing thisit always presented the characters described on form of anæemia from others, for he lias foundadmission. retinal hæomorrhages in anæmia from uterine can-eNecropsy, at patient's home, forty two hoeurs afier cer and hemorrhage, menorrhagia, and hænate-death.-Body a good deal wasted, but not emacia- mesis. I have examined a very large nuinher ofted. Skin much paler than natural, but not so eyes of persons suffering from cancer, chlorosis,much so as during life ; it had a waxy appearance. and anæmia from other causes, without findingMucous membrane of mouth, nose, &c., very hæmorrhages; but, not having examined from theanæmic. On opening body well marked panni- anomia standpoint, I am not prepared to disputeculus adisposus was seen, the fat being of canary- Herr Litten's assertion. A point of much interestyellow hue. Muscles of natural colour. Pericar in the case was the presence of well-narked doubledium contained excess of clear straw-coloured fluid. optic neuritis. I am not aware of optic neuritisHeart, not firmly contracted, larger than natutal, having been described, though I dare say it hasapex formed by left ventricle. Both ventricles been observed, by other observers in connectioncontained medium-sized clots of pale, reddish- with pernicious anenia. Many (Centraiblatt f dbrown colour, like meat jelly, and sorne fluid blood. Med. Wzssensch., 1875, s. 675), in an account of aValves and orifices healthy ; walls slightly thick- case, speaks of the papilla being deform ed, and ofened. Muscle of both ventricles of pale drab or the whole retina being cloudy; but it does notfawn colour, with pale-yellow mottlhng (fatty de- appear from his description of the ophthalmoscopic
generation). Lungs exceedingly pale; a little or microscopic appearances that there was neuritis.watery fluid could be squeezed out. Liver pale In my case the swelling of the disc was consider-for the most part, but with patches of nutmeggy able, and the vessels were in places buried inappearance. Spleen of natural size, firni and red. exudation. The veins were very tortuous, as usualKidneys : left very anæmic ; right venously con- in neuritis, but of pale colour, with a broad lightgested ; adrenals normal. Stomach thin, but not streak. The existence of optic neuritis causedexcessively so ; mucous membrane congested and hesitation in-diagnosis in some who saw the case.ecchymosed. Small intestine very thin, mucous Taken in conjunction with the pain in head, andmembrane pale. Large intestine had well marked discharge from ear with deafness, it certainly sug-appendices epiploico ; presented no changes except gested coarse cerebral disease. But the heacachethinness. Pancreas natural. Mesenteric glands was not so severe as is usual in intracranial tunoursmall. Retrc.peritoneal lymphatic glands small or abscess, and when first seen, although opticand healthy-looking. Lymphatic glands of axilla neuritis was present, there had been no purpose-natural. Thyroid gland rather large, but natural less vomiting. Moreover, the assumption of coarsein appearance. Aorta of natural calibre, but very intracranial disease did not explain the extremethin, pale, and inelastic : no changes in endar- anæmia. The occurrence of microcytlhvimia as-terium. Skull well shaped but thin. Brain ex- sisted me to the diagnosis of progressive perniciousceedingly anæmic, otherwise normal. Periosteum anæmia, and the subsequent progress of the case,renoved from petrous bones: no discolouration the vomiting, febrile attacks without assignableor sign of disease. Orbits opened ; contained cause, the recurring epistaxis, and bleeding of theabundant fat. Backs of eyes removed ; hæmor- gums confirmed me in my opinion. Arsenic, whichrlîage seen in retime. Pieces of clavicle and rib has been so useful in Dr. Byron Bramwell's hands,removed ; marrow of a distinctly red colour. was administered in the form of Fowler's solutionNumeration of the blood-corpuscles in the fluid without any anelioration of the symptomîîs. Theblood removed from the right ventricle was made post-mortem appearances were those usually ob-some time after the necropsy by means of Dr. served. Dr. Wilks, than whom probably no oneGower's hæemacytometer. The number of coloured has had greater experience in this disease, sayscorpuscles was 1,940,000 per cubic millimetre, or that usually no coagula are present in the leart.38-9 per cent. of the natural number. In this case clots were present in both ventricles,Remarks by Dr. MACKENZIE.-The case is a very but quite peculiar in character. The enlargementcharacteristic example of idiopathic essential or of the heart (undoubted, though the organ couldprogressive anæmia. Thre patient was, however, not be weighed) remains unexplained. The ex-much below the age at which the disease is usually amination was made by candle-light. The marrowseen. No exciting cause could be discovered. of the rib and clavicle was observed to be red. INo history of shock or fright was elicited. The have not yet examined it microscopically. The
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This operation was first performed by Billroth i

1873, for cancer of the larynx. Two montîs after
the operation the patient was discharged cured and

disappeared with the first dose, and didi not return.
In 18 cases the sweats reappeared when the med-
icine was suspended, and he found it necessary to

ase will be published in detail when a histological able to speak clearly, though monotonously by
xamination of the retina and all the organs have means of Gussenbauer's tube. Since then various
een completed.-Lancet. Continental surgeons have performed the operation

for relief of malignant disease with varying success.
DANGER OF SALICYLIc ACID IN KIDNEY Dis- Six of the recorded cases ended fatally ; two from

EASE.-SaliCylic acid still constitutes the theme of the return of the disease at three and six months
liscussion both in the Academy of Medicine and respectively ; two fron pneumonia at four and four-
n the Clinical Society of Paris. Professor Sec teen days ; one fron gangrene of the lung on the
eens to be the chief champion of this new rein- fouith day; and one on the sixth day from collapse,

edy. According to his teachings it is the great due to shock, insufìicient food, and imperfect pro-
spcci//c in gout, rheumatism and rheumatic gout : tection of the trachea from the introduction of
while it may be used with especial benefit in ty- blood and secretions. Of the remaining cases,
phoid fever, erysipelas, malarial fever, smiall-pox one was a very partial operation for stricture in
and all affections in the clinical history of which syp)hillitic disease, the patient dying eleven months

fermncits have a prominent place. He gives it afterwards from the constitutional affection ; two
alone or in combination with soda, heroica/ly, in have been but partially reported, and the ultimate

large and frequently repeated doses, and with mar- issue cannot be stated. Lastly, the case published
vellous results, so marvellous, in fact, that Ricord, by Prof. Bottîni is the only one on record in which,
who has seen some of his cases, was constraimied to six months after complete excision of the 'larynx,
protest against his conclusions and to style hini an the patient was in a quite satisfactory condition.
enthusiast and a dreamer. Although it is evident In the present case the disease had been twice
that Sec speaks more for professional notoriety remnoved by external excision, and now extirpation
than in the interests of science, he has certainly of the entire larynx was decided unon as the only

demonstrated that salicylic acid bas a far more means of affording relief. The incision was made
extenive range of applicability than was previous- in the niedian une, commencing at the lower edge
ly supp o sed, and that it is an exceedingly potent of the hyoid bone and extending an inch below
and valuable reniedy. the cricoid cartilage. Immediately on its division,

All who have employed salicylic acid must have the trachea was fitted with a syphon-shaped leaden
noticed that it agrees with some patients far better tube. Ihis answered the double purpose of pre-
than with others, that there is a certain percentage venting the escape of blood into the trachea, and
of individuals upon whon it immediately produces of allowing respiration to be carried on at a distance
toxic cffects. At a recent meeting of the Clinical from the field of operation. The edge of the tra-
Society of Paris, M. Bouchard, in discussing a case chea was fixed to the skîn by two long wire sutures

of this kind, reported by a colleague, explained passed deeply into the tissues. No other sutures

the anomaly by saying that under such circuin- or dressings were used. The leaden tube was left
stances, the agent was npt eliminated by the kid- in for the first twelve hours, afterwards tubes of

neys, as is naturally the case, and that the intoxica- gutta percha, and finally of vulcanite were used.

tion which manifests itself indicates some disease These tubes filled completely the trachea and

or disturbance of those organs. He, therefore, effectually prevented the entrance of anything but
insists upon the following considerations in actual air. 'be wound was not irrigated on account of

practice, viz: not to prescribe salicylic acid and the gulping and irritation which would be set up,

its preparation in cases where renal disease exists, but all the discharges were carefully sucked up by
since they constantly accumulate in the systern, a wide-mouthed glass-syringe. The air around the

and insure the speedy development of toxic symp- bed was kept heavily carbolized by means of a

toms: to bear in mind that the non-elimination of small current of steam from a kettle containing car-
salicylic acid and its preparations, .e., the develop- bolic acid solution. On October 8, twenty-eight
ment of toxic symptoms, indicates an impermea- days after the operation, the wound bad contracted

bility of the kidney, even when the ordinary signs to the size at which it is desirable to keep it, and a

of nephritic disease are absent. My own experi- Gussenbauer's voice apparatus is being moulded to

ence confirms these conclusions; for I have found fit it.-lhe Lancet, Oct 13, 1877.-Med. Record.

that in albuminuria salicylic acid is not supported
and really seems to inte-sify the disease.-Dr. ATROPINE IN NIGHT SWEATS OF PHTHISIS.-

Warren, Nosem Garolina Med. eour. OETTINGER ( Wiener Med. Presse, 1877, No. 34),
employed sulphate of atropia in 45 cases of phthi-

EXTIRPATION 0F THE LARYNX.-Dr. Foulis, of sis. The solution contained one and a fifth grains

Glasgow, records the eleve YNXi case in which the to the ounce of distilled water, of which 10 to 20

larynx lias been removed for the relief of disease. drops were given daily. In 12 cases the sweats
aisapyarehasîrnbeenIbremovedaiuforufthe eLrrn
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renew for a long time, wbIh car e to have occasional but to substitute cocoa or milk, and to take a little
intervals of four to eight day's. The only disagree- whisky if she desired it. Finally, I ordered her a
able resuits were slight pruritus of the neck, and compound colocynth pill, with podophyllin, to be
dilated pupils. He concludes the influence of sul- taken occasionally at night.
phate of atropia on the temperature is absolutely When, at the end of a wek, this *patient cane
negative. It also has no effect in checking the to me, I was absolutely astounded at the progress
progress of the disease, except so far as the night sbe had made. There was not at ail the same
sweats are lessened, and the invalid rests better.- amount of secretion over the surface, and it secmcd
N. Y. fosf>ital Gazette. paier, while it had not extended in the least degree.

She said she felt she was getting butter, and tha t
CoL LOI)ION FLEXILE IN CASES OF EM.- it was not nearÌy so painful as it had been. Of

Henry Lawson, M.D. Assistant Plhysician to, and course I sîinply repeated the prescription, and
Lecturer on Physiology in St. MarHy IIospital, when she came again in a fortnight, all appear-
says ances of liquid on the surface had disappeared.

Il my hands, two bad cases of eczenia-E. geni- The extent of the affected parts had diminishd,
tale and E. capitis-collodion bas shown it.self so so bad the pain, which was now nearly //. In
valuable a remedial agent that I lose no tine in fact, the reiedy had acted most satisfactorily, and
publishing the result, in order that otbers may try there was nothing to do but repeat it. This course
it, and see what the consequences are likely to be. was followed out by the patient for about two
I shall now describe one of the cases. months, at the end of wbich she presented berself

The first case was one of E. genitale. The completely cured of the painful E. genitale.--Loin-
patient, M. E , was a woman aged about forty- don Lancet.
seven yCars, married, and the mother of several
children. Sbe was a florid woman, of an active BREECIH PRESENTATION.-The relative propor-
temperament, well nourisbed, of moderate habits tion of breech presentations to presentations of
of life, tolerably cleanly, and with a pulse strong other parts of the foetus, varies considerablv, as
and full and about 74 in the minute. She had reported from different institutions. Sca'nzoni
lost her courses about two years ago ; and, indeed, gives the nurmber from the lying-in asylums of
ber general appearance was not such as led me to Prague and Wurzburg as about one in fifty-six.
commiserate ber very much. However, an exam- Grenser, in his report of the lying-in institute of
ination of the patient showed that she had been Dresden for six years, one in sixty-six, while Rams-
suffering a good deal. The wvhole of the neigh- botham, jr., from the Maternity of London, esti-
borhood of the perineum, of the parts about the mates them as about one in tbirty-five. I have
vulva, and of the inner margin of both thighs, were been unable to find a-ny reliable statistics as to the
covered with an eruption. And what was its na- proportion of still-born cbildren in these presenta-
ture ? It is difficult to describe it. It had a red- tions, but it is known to be large.
dish or reddish-purple aspect, which was, of course, The progress of labor is much slower, both in the
caused by the injection of the parts with blood ; first and second stage, when the brieech presents
and it could be seen that certain parts were slightly than it is hen the head presents. From the nature
raised ; while over the whole surface was a sort of of the presenting part dilatation is not so readily
semi-transparent glutinous liquid mass, with here accomplished, and the parts do not adapt them-
and there some scaly particles of epidermis. It selves so readily to the pelvic cavity.
did not snell badly, though the entire amount of The breech is more liable to be arrested in its
surface exposed must have been quite a square descent than the head. The arrest of the breech,
foot ; but it was accompanied by great pain, heat, especially in a primipara, becomes the occasion of
and.secretion of liquid matter. Indeed, the pa- great and protracted suffering to the mother, very
tient declared that it made ber life a perfect mis- probable death of the child, and a source of great
ery. anxiety to the physician ; they are, in fact, formida-

Well, I first tried tar water, and with some suc- ble cases to treat, and the physician having seer
cess, but not enough, for after a fortnight she was one becomes very desirous to avoid another. Il-
nearly as bad as on the first day I saw her, and asmuch as we can never tell when we are going to
she had been fourteen months suffering under this have trouble in these cases, it is better to prevent
disease. So I resolved to try the collodion flexile. the breech becoming arrested if possible. The rule
I placed her on the sofa. And proceeded to I have followed in my practice for many years now
literally cover the diseased parts with collodion, 1 is, in ail cases of breech presentations at full time,
and then I put a second layer over the first. I to bring down a foot. This allows complete control
next directed her to puton this material twice or of the labor ; we can hasten it as the exigencies of
oftener, if needful, every day, and to come to me the case may require. Dr. Robert Barnes, of Lon-
in a week and report progress. At the same time don, adopted this mode of treatment in cases where
I forbade her to take tea, coffee or malt liquors, the breech becomes arrested. Would it not be
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better to do the same thing carlier, and thus pre-
vent hours and hours of intense agony to the c
mother and danger to the child ? I prefer to per- c
form the operation before the first stage of labor is t
comipleted. It can be donc then veiy easily, and )
without inflicting much suffering upon the mother. s
It is seldoni necessary to give chloroform, though d
there is no objection to it if desired. After the foot d
is brought down the dilatation of the os uteri is 2

more readily completed, and the duration of the o
labor mnuch shorter.1

There arc somte points as to the mianner of per\
foriugii the operation 1 wvould like to mention.\
'lhle feet and legs occupy two diffcreut positions In t
tbese cases. In o1ne, and the mnost commnon by far,s
the legs are flexe d uipon the thigbis, wbich brings 1
the feet very neir the os uteri. Ini the other, ther
legs are exten(led, carrying the feet near the fondus I
of the uterus, by the side of the head. 0f course,
these last are miost difficuit to manage, and rarely
fail to gîve trouble if left to themselves. 1 have
adopted the followving rules :i. ln introducing tbe
baud into the uterus use great genitleness with. firmi-
nebs, and always support the f-undus %vith the un-
occupied hanci. 2. Introduce the band, the palmiar
surface of wbîch wvill pass readily alon-g the posterior
aspect Of the tbligh Of fOetus. 3. Choo0se the foot
miost anterior. 4. Neyer bring down but one foot
-reason obviouis-it leaves protection for cord,
and gives bulk for dilatation. 5. Do0 flot hlasten
the passage of the hips throughi the pelvis ; secure
all dilatation possible. 6. Guide the rotation of
the child in its descent, so that the abdomien is
liosterior ir. relation to the mother. 1 have said
notbing in regard to the diagnosis i these cases,

1c

because the points of diag-nosi.- are 50 WCell knovri,
and su easily made out, that a mistake can only
occur tbr-ough great and inexcusable carelessness.

-Dr.3~.E. larke, Proceedîm-s Jf',dical Society',
Goitnty cfK RingIs, N/V Y.

NuCLEI IN TrHE REiD-CORPUSCIES.-Boeltcher,
in a paper wbichi appeared in the .7ourizal Of
.Microscofi»Ca/ Ainatomyi, seems conclusively to have
establishied the fact that the mamimalian red blood

corl)uscle possesses a nucleus, together with a
nucleolus. Defibrinated blood is poured into aln
alcohiolie solution of mercuric chioride, by which
the hiermatin is dissolved out, whilst the albuminous
body comibined with it remains undissolved. If
these colourless corpuscles are now stained with
carmine and examined microscopically they will be
seen to consist of three parts :a bright homogenlous
cortical layer, a granular protoplasm, and a clear
nucleus with nucleolus. The protoplasm surround-
ing the nucleus is frequently found mulberry-shaped,
and beset with small papillIc or drawn out into pro-
cesses. If the blood corpuscles of a camel are ex-
amined in the same way the only difference wvill be
found that the processes of the protoplasmn are
absent.-London Hospital Gazette.

ANURIA LAsNG TwvENTY-FivE DAYvs-RE-
ovERv.-The following extraordinary case, oc-
urring as a sequela of scarlet fever, is reported by
r. Wm. Whitelaw. 'lhe subject was a healthy
oy of eight. December 3 rd, his urine was ob-
erved to be scantier than usual, and the amount
ecrcased rapidly until the 7 th, when onlv one
rachm was passed, and from this date up to the
1st, not a sinigle drop, and yet with the exception

a slight headache his general health was excel-
ent. During this time diuretics and diaphoretics
vwre tried without effect; on the i 9 th a blister
vas applied over the kidneys, and in twenty hours
Wo ounces of urine were passed, wh'ben complete
uppression again occurred. The blister vas reap-
)lied on the 27th, but with no success. Diapho-
etics and purgatives were now discontinued in the
hope of forcing the kidneys to act, but no change
bccaie app ireut in the condition of the patient,
vho still comiinued in excellent health. On De-
cember 31st very slight æedema of the feet and
ankles appeared ; and on the morning of January
2nd, one drachm of urine vas passed daily, and
on the 5th, a whole pint was voided in small quan-
tities at eight different times. Since then the
kidneys have acted well, and the boy has (January
12th) recovered.-7/ie Lan:et, Sept. 29th.-ded.
Record.

TîHîE UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.-We are
glad to learn, from the P/hialcpiia Medical Times,
that the success of the new plan of teaching in this
school, to which we alluded in our last issue, is
fully equal to the highest expectations, the general
paying class being quite as large as it was last year.
One hundred and thirty first-course students have
entered for the three-year term. There is said to
be a marked improvement in the character of the
new class.-N Y Med. 5rmur.

THE OBLIGATIONS 0F THE RED CROSS SUR-
GEoN.-Reports having reached this country of a
serious breach of faith on the part of Mr. Douglas,
one of the Red Cross surgeons, we referred to the
subject in the following terms:-

We trust there is some exaggeration about the
stateient that Mr. Douglas, immediately he fell
into Russian hand:, related stories prejudicial tc
the Turks. The fact bas naturally caused a strong
feeling at Constantinople against the Red Cross
Society ; and Mr. Kennett has issued a circular
pointing out to the doctors that in the event of
their being captured they ought on no account to
give any information which could militarily or po-
litically prejudice the army with which they have
been serving."

From a letter just received from Mr. Douglas,
we are glad to find that our doubts as to the cor-
rectness of these reports, were justified, and that
he bas completely exonerated himself from the as-
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persions cast upon his conduct. We give his own
explanations :-

" In justice to myself and my colleague, I beg
to state that a Russian officer having made a re-
port of the mutilation of the Russian wounded by
the Turks after the battle of Teliche, we were asked
if such things had corne under our notice. We
corroborated the statemens of this officer by our
evidence. We strictly 701hhdd every information,
military or othezrwise; but I maintain that from my
position as a member of a Red Cross Society, I
was bound not to shield such a vile infringement
of humanity and modern warfare. I may add that,
having taken the opinion of English correspondents
and oihers on the spot, they all agreed that we
were perfectly justified in so doing. Nor have I
met any Englishman since, either Russophile or
Turcophile, who disapproved of the course we
took."

Whilst upon this topic we may mention that,
throughout this cruel war, British surgeons have
greatly distinguished themselves by their attention
to the wounded, under fire and after engagements.
The latest Lelegram, referring to another member
of the Red Cross Society, says :-" Surgeon Gill
greatly distinguished himself, his horse was killed
under him, and he was commended by Muchir
Pacha for dressing the wounded under a heavy
fire."-Med. Press and Circular.

RETROFLEXION WITH HYPERPLASIA OF THE
UTERUs.-This patient, to whom we have but a
few minutes left to devote, comes to us with a
diagnosis. She was sent to me by a gynæcologist
of considerable standing, who stated that she was
suffering from anteflexion of the uterus and a small
ovarian cyst. But even the best men are liable to
mistakes, and if he had examined the case a second
time no doubt he would have discovered that this
diagnosis was incorrect. Of course, it makes a
very great difference to the patient whether she has
an ovarian cyst or some comparatively trifling affec-
tion, and we cannot be too careful in our diagnosis.
On making an examination with the left forefinger
in the vagina, and the fingers of the other hand
pressed upon the abdomen, I failed to find ante-
flexion, but detected a body feeling somewhat like
an orange behind and below the cervix uteri. Then
placing the patient in Sim's position, and raising
the side of the table on which the buttocks rest a
few inches (as is now my invariable custom in
making uterine examinations) so as to exaggerate
the position and throw the viscera well forward, I
passed the probe and found that it entered the
cavity for three inches in a direction downward
and backward. Then removing the probe I suc-
ceedeed in getting two fingers under the supposed
ovarian cyst and without any difficulty pushed it
up, when I reinserted the probe and found that it
passed in the normal curve of the uterus. I now

rocked the uterus gently backward and forward by-
means of the sound without occasioning the patient
the slightest uneasiness, and thereby conclusively
demonstrated the perfect mobility of the organ.
The diagnosis, therefore, was retroflexion, with a
hypertrophied and hyperplastic condition of the
uterus.-Prof. Thomas, Boston Med. 7ourna.

TEARLESS MADNESS.-One of the most curious
facts connected with madness is the utter absence
of tears amidst the insane. Whatever the form of
madness tears are conspicuous by their absence, as
much in the depression of melancholia, or the ex-
citement of mania, as in the utter apathyof demuentir.
If a patient in a lunatic asylum be discovered in
tears, it will be found that it' is either a patient
commencing to recover, or an emotional outbreak
in an epileptic who is scarcely truly insane ; while
actually insane patients appear to have lost the
power of weeping-it is only returning reason
which can once more unloose the fountains of their
tears. Even when a lunatic is telling one in fervid
language,how she has been deprived of her children,
or the outrages that have been perpertrated on
herself, her eye is never even moist. The ready
gush of tears which accompanies the plaint of the
sane woman contrasts with the dry-eyed appeal of
the lunatic. It would, indeed, seem that tears give
relief to feelings which when pent up lead to mad-
ness. It is one of the privileges of reason to be
able to weep. Amidst all the misery of the insane
they can find no relief in tears.-British Med.
3Jour.--Med. News.

RESIGNATION OF MR. SPENCER WELLS.-On
the i2th December last, after performing ovario-
tomy for the the 404th time at the Samaritan
Hospital, Mr. Spencer Wells said that lie vas now
retiring from the active work of the hospital, having,
been elected consulting surgeon, and that he had
now operated probably for the last time in the
hospital. It is believed'-that Mr. Wells has operated
in hospital and private practice more than 90o
times ; and in the 404 hospital cases the total
number of deaths was 99, the percentage having
gradually diminished from 33 to 10 per cent.-
Ibid.

TRACHEOTOMY IN DIPHTHERIA.-Dr. A. M.
Tupper, reports in the Boston Medical and Surgicar
Yournal, a severe case of diphtheria, with invasion
of the larynx, in a boy seven years old. Trache-
otomy was performed on the eighth day, and the
patient recovered. The tube was finally removed.
fourteen days after the operation.

LARGE STONE.-Prof. Gross, of Philadelphia,.
operated recently by the lateral method, removing
from a boy, aged 12 years, a stone which veighed
one ounce and five and three quarter drachms.
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TORONTO, FEB. 1, 187 8. fever, scarlet fever or cholera, and yet the manner

-- _ _in which it spreads often leads persons to assert its

DIPIITHERIA AND ITS TREATMENT. contagiousness as unquestionable. The writer in

Ziemssen's Encyclopædia, page 584, asserts its con-

Diphtheria is another instance of how the in- tagiousness as follows :-" The fact of contagious-

crease of knowledge robs a disease of half its terrors, ness is established, as well by actual cases which

and still indiscriminating minds attach great value occur, as by experiment. Although it is generally

to precon ceived notions as to its contagiousness admitted that when several members of a family or

and the peculiar treatment that should be observed, community are successively attacked, the disease

notwitbstanding that thetreatment may have proven may have devel >ped as well through the influence

most unsatisfactory. A disputed point has lately of the prevailing miasm as by contact with objects

arisen as to the con tagiousness or non-contagious- infected with diphtheria, yet a series of observa-

ness of diphtheria. Some assert that the original tions have been made which shows that the disease

miasm giving rise to the first case in a family must evidently broke out, because the persons seized

be credited with being the point of origin of the lived in the same house with the patients and came

others, as no time has been allowed for the stage in direct contact with the diphtheritic matter."

of incubation, if we consider that several days of Diphtheria may be produced from the inhalation

incubation are essential to its development. of its disease germ of miasmatic origin from an out-

Those theorists who'hold that diphtheria is not side foci of disease-producing elements ; but hav-

directly contagious from patient to patient, grant ing been originated, there is no exhalation which

on being pressed that the disease is infectious, and inspired will give rise to the disease ; it must be

that coughing excretions into the mouth or face of acquired by " actual contact, as in kissing, or by

an attendant, or by kissing or using the same the patient coughing into the face of the attendant,

spoon, through the saliva, the contamination may be a number of diseased germs in the shape of inferjed

introduced into the system of another, and thus saliva or pieces of false membrane-hence it is

the system become infected. Strictly speaking, truly a miasmatic-infectious disease, and not a mias-

there is no exhalation from a diphtheritic patient matic-contagious disease as it is called in Ziemssen

that, floating in the atmosphere, can be breathed so page 582.

as to communicate the disease. Yet the germs of This however is splitting hairs and renders it

the vegetable organisms, arising as a miasm from none the less dangerous, or to be guarded against

accumulated filth deposits under peculiar circum- by isolation, for " direct contact"' with the virus is

stances-may -e, and indeed are inhaled and by very easily brought about in the same dwelling.

lodging upon the mucous membrane of the fauces Destruction of the original foci, with avoidance of

and larynx sow the seeds of a very prolific harvest direct contact or ingestion of the infected fluids of

of young bacteria which exert a poisonous influ- the patient is sufficient to avoid contracting the

ence upon the fluids of the system. It is a disease disease.

which springs from the growth of a real fungus, In regard to treatment it is now claimed

plant orbacteriumupon some ofthemucous surfaces by many, that this minute fungus-plant may be

of the system, more generally of the throat. It readily destroyed by many agents, in the incipient

may be spread by contact of the mucous surface stage, and hence the disease may be readily con-
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trolled and its fatility prevented by the use of such deal of anxiety lias been manifested by the medicalrenhedies as sulphur in the powder blown into faculties of McGill and Bishop's College Univer-the throat every half-hour, or by chlorine water, dil- sities, with regard to a proposition of Laval touted with two to four times its bulk of water and alter the duration of the course of medical lecturesused as a spray to the throat, or as a gargle. This from six to nine months. The latter term is thatfungus is of a contaminating nature and hence if of Laval at Quebec, while the six months' course isallowed to develop will vitiate the secretions of the the one followed by the two English niedicalbody, and if it does not accumulate in sufficient schools in Montreal, as well as by that of thequantity to induce strangulation will prove fatal by French branch of Victoria University, and is alsoits influence upon the nervous centres, producing that established by the law of the Province. "It isparalysis. also the term of the other medical faculties in theIsolation is imperatively demanded to prevent Dominion and in Great Britain, and its superioritythe possibility of direct contact with the germs of over the nine months' course is thus generallythe disease,cast about with the excretions,especially l acknowledged. The actual number of lecturesthe saliva. So virulent is this, that a child picking given in each case is the same, only in the oneup a canula which had been in another child's they are spread over a longer period of time.throat and putting it to its mouth, took the disease Under the circumstances, it was necessary forand died in a short time. Cases have also been Laval either to reduce the duration of her courseknown to occur from contact of the lips in kissing to six months, or to secure a change in the law ofthe corpse. In the early stages the sulphur or the Province by which nine months should bechlorine water is most effectuaI, but when the false made the legal terni. The project to alter the lawmembrane has already formed something more in the interests of Laval naturally meets with strongdestructive is required, and a weak solution of opposition on the part of the faculties of McGillcarbolic or salicylic acid in glycerine is very effec- and Bishop's Colleges, who claim that such atual. Destructive agents in the early stages are change would affect their medical schools dis-very prejudicial to the success of the case. The astrously. At present the great proportion of thechlorine water isfar excellence the remedy for this students iii both schools are from Ontario, theaffection m its early stages. We have not referred Maritime Provinces and the United States. Ato the vexed question of contagion or infection to compulsory adoption of the nine months' courserender precaution against its spread less incumbent, would drive ail these students away to other schoolsbut to show that only by direct introduction of the where they could save three months time anddiseasegerms into the system can it be spread from attendant expenses, and would in fact completelyone to another, and this result can be prevented destroy the influence of Montreal as a centre ofonly by isolation. medical education.
An article on Diphtheria by Dr. Lewis Smith, of It was the intention of the promoters of theNew York, will be found in this number, page 174, scheme to call a special meeting of the Provincialand is worthy of a careful perusal. Medical Board in order to propose this change

for adoption by the Legisiature at its present ses-
sion, but owing to the vigorous renionstrances of

MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE PRO- McGill and Bishop's Colleges, the matter is to be
VINCE OF QUEBEC. left over until the regular meeting of the Board in

May next.
Since the inception of the present medical Bil Some persons may be curious to know how thisof the Province of Quebec, matters have not been new movement of Laval is going to affect therunning in their usual smooth current, and at the French med-ical school affiliated to Victoria Uni-present time-aside from the charges made against versity. Fror ail we can learn it is to e absorbed

the late Registrar-there exists a bone of conten- and swallowed up, although the victim has beention of serious import, 'as it affects alike ail the undergoing a sort of lubricating process before itteaching bodies in that Province unfavourably woud go down. At first Lavai was inclined toexcept one-that one being its promoter. A good break bones, and only take two or three of the
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professors of the French School into its Montreal hour that he would gladly devote to study, is

succuprsale, taking it for granted that Victoria wou , wasted in making up medicine, not half of which

of course, consent to die without a murmur. But will ever be swallowed, or bills, not half of which

the remaning seven or eight members of the staff will ever be paid. He returns from visiting a

were not willing to be snuffed m out 0 easily, and difficult case,-What author does he take up to

getting legal advice found they coud retain their assist him in its consideration ? No author, alas !

charter and thus continue to n aintain their school but the time that lie would gladly give is taken up

in spite of Lavai. ConsequentY, Lavai had to with preparing medicines for patients he may find

consent to swal.ow the whole staff yf Victoria in his office. He returns from an interesting post-

ct is just possible that the promote s of the mortem, and would wish to consult Paget or

scheme may get a Bih introduced during the Rokitansky ; but, it wont do, Mrs. Gripes has just

present session of the Provincial Legisature, and sent for a pill, and Mr. Grumble for a mixture.

after passing its second reading alow it to lie With such stuff as this, too much of the time is

over. Should such a law be passed it would re- taken up, which ought to be devoted to science and

sut simply in driving students away from such letters. Is it to be wondered at that French and

institutions as were compelned to adopt it, and German physicians claim the ascendancy in scien-

therefore it would inevitably ruin the medical tific medicine ?

schoos of McGi i Colege and Lennoxville, as is In order also to raise the science of medicine to

its evident intention. Lt is to be hoped no such a higher level, a tariff of fees graduated according
iseident intenion. •Itis tobehto the circumstances of patients, should be recog-

suicidai policy will prevail. nized by the courts. In this wax the disgraceful

contention for patients, by undercharging, would

INEXPED1ENCY 0F PHYSICIANS DIS- ýbe in a measure diminished. The code of ethics

IENCY DRUGS. adopted by the Canadf Medical Association

PENSING Dshould also be recognized by every practitioner as

'[he operation of the several pharmaceutical his rule of professional life, and lastly the provision

Acts passed b the Legislatures of Ontario and in the various Medical Acts for the due prosecution

Quebec in recent years, in regard to curriculum of of quacks and impostors, in those Provinces in

study and examination of druggists, has been all which the Acts are in force, should be made a fact,

that could be desired. The examinations have no longer as at present a fiction.

been, year by year, made more comprehensive and

searcliing, until they may now be considered as

rapidly approaching to the high grade of the THE MONTREAL MEDICAL LICENSE

French pharmacien, and the yearly supply of CASE.

passed candidates is fully equal to the require-

ments of the profession. With then, this ad- For some time past this casus celbre has been

vanced knowledge of pharmacy on the part of before the Courts in the City of Montreal. Dr.

the druggists, the time has surely arrived for Gicbert, of Sherbrooke, Que., charged Drs. G. E. Fen-

medical men in accessible reach of a druggist, to wick, of Montreai, and E. D. Worthington, of Sher-

abandon the combination of profession and trade. brooke, the former the late Registrar, and the latter

This strange combination of physician and drug- a Governor of the Coilege of Physicians and Sur-

gist in the same individual, is the principal cause geons of Quebec, with aforgery" in issuing a cer-

of the anomalous state of the profession in Canada. tain license to Dr. Mines of MassaWippi, Que., a

Medicine is the only learned profession that ras graduate of McGil College, which had been ante-

ever been associated with trade. The practitioner dated to 1875 instead of bearing the date of issue

who dispenses medicines, has a great portion of his June 1877. Dr. Mines graduated in McGill Coi-

time occupied with matters entirely foreign to the lege in 1874 and practised for sone time in the

science he professes, disscnant from the habituai Province of Ontario, but subsequent y settled in

tone of his mind, and hence to the last degree Massawippi in August 1 875. tt appeared from the

irksome and disgusting to him. Many a valuable evidence that he neyer presented himself before
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the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Quebec
to obtain his license as was required by law-
although he was entitled to it. The gravamen
of the charge lay in the fact that Drs. Fenwick and
Worthington issued a license to Dr. Mines, without
his conforming to the letter of the law, in June
last, which was purposely antedated to 1875. in
order to secure his vote at the election of the
Board of Governors.

From all that has been elicited in evidence there
does not seem to have been anything more than
a grave irregularity committed, and for which nu-
merous precedents existed. The intent to com-
mit fraud was not proven. A good deal of bitter-
ness and ill feeling was also shown to have existed
between Drs. Gilbert and Worthington for years
past.

It is unfortunate that there should have been
any irregularities in the conduct of the affairs of so
important a body, but possibly the lesson niay be
salutary in its effects upon others holding offices
of public trust. It often happens when men are
allowed to have public affairs under their own
control for too long a tifne, they begin to consider
it their business to do as they please. This said,
we trust, as no interest has seriously suffered and
no harm been done to any one, that the magistrates
deliberation may result, as has already been fore-
shadowed, in dropping the case altogether. It
cannot be said however that Dr. Gilbert had no
grounds for bringing the case into Court. We
are glad however for the sake of the profession in
Quebec, and also the medical men concerned that
the case is about to be satisfactorily terminated.

ONTARIO MEDICAL BOARD.

At the last meeting of the Ontario Medical
Council it was decided to hold the examinations in
the latter part of the month of May-one month
later than usual. It was alleged as a reason for
this change that the medical students were in the
habit of deserting the lecture room, (an allegation
not very flattering to the lecturers) about the latter
part of February, in order to cram for the ex-
aminations in April. This statement, whatever
may have been the experience of those who gave
utterance to it, is not generally true. Upon
making careful enquiry, we find that the attendance

upon lectures during the latter part of the session
in the majority of the medical schools, is quite
equal to that during the previous part of the
session. Our object at the present is not, how-
ever, to discuss the question of attendance upon
lectures, but to point out the disadvantages under
which the students labor by reason of this change
in the date of examination.

In the first place, the effect of the present
arrangement is to prevent all students who may
desire to do so, from attending any of the summer
courses of lectures, either in Canada or the United
States, until the sessions are far advanced. A
summer course of lectures was delivered in McGill
College last year, commencirg on the 1st May, which
was most succesful in point of attendance and in
the character of the instruction given. A summer
course was also advertized in one of the medical
schools in Toronto, but with what measure of
success we are unable to state. It would almost
seem, (of course we do not wish to impute motives,)
as if those who secured the passage of the regula-
tion, did not desire that the students should have
an opportunity of availing themselves of any other
course of instruction, except the lectures delivered
during the winter session. The students are also
put to greatly increased outlay for board and travel-
ling expenses, which many of the most deserving
can ill afford. The period which they should
spend in the office of a medical man is also very
much curtailed, and those who desire to go to
Europe to complete their course of studies are
detained until late in the season. We understand
that the students of the different schools have sent
up petitions to the executive committee, setting
forth the disabilities under which they are placed,
and asking to have the time of the examination
changed to the month of April as heretofore.

THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY MEDI-
CAL TARIFF.

[The following letter was received too late for
insertion under the head of correspondence.]-Ed.

To the Editor of the CANADA LANCST.

SIR,-In your last issue, I observe a letter from
Brantford signed D. L. P., in which great fault is
found with the Great Western Railway Co., for the
" insult offered the profession," through the arrange-
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ments made for providing " medical and surgical
aid" for their employees at the rate of one dollar
per annum, for each employee.

Now, I fail to see the difference, between accept-
ing the appointment from the company upon the
terms offered, and accepting an appointment from
a lodge of Free Masons, Foresters or Odd Fellows,
upon the same terms, as I am informed is done by
some members of the Brant County Medical Asso-
ciation-one, I regret to say, a former President of
that Association.

Yours truly,
ONE WHO ACCEPTED THE APPOINTMENT'.

VICTORIA COLLEGE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-

To. Montreal branch of the Medical Department

of this University has lately become amalgamated

with Laval University, Quebec. This robs Victoria

University of half her glory, so far as the medical

departmeit is concerned. The other half stili

exists in Ontario, viz., the Toronto School of

Medicine. This school is now, and has been for

the past three years, advertized in the Victoria

College calendar as the Medical Department of

Victoria University, and intending graduates are

referred for additional information to Dr. Aikins.

This position is rather anomalous when it is

remembered that the Faculty of this school is at
particular pains to parade itself, among a certain
class, as having specially close relations with the
Torcinto University only.

REPRESENTATION IN THE ONTARIO MEDICAL

CoUNCIL.-In reference to our remarks in the

last issue regarding increased representation for

the territorial divisions in the Ontario Medical

Council, we might add that the Board of Governors

of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of the

Province of Quebec consists of forty members.
The Ontario Medical Council at present consists

of thirty members, five of whom (Eclectics) cease

in 1879-so that the addition ·of twelve territori.

representatives as proposed, would bring the total

up to thirty-seven only. This representation for

the Province of Ontario, with its much larger
medical population, cannot be considered unduly
large when contrasted with Quebec.

MINERAL SPRINGS OF ST. CUTHBERT, QUE.-
This mineral spring has been long known to the

inhabitants of St. Cuthbert, but only lately has
attracted attention by the determination of the
proprietor, M. Fauteaux, to bring it under the
notice of the public and the profession. For this
purpose lie has submitted the water for analysis to
Dr. Baker Edwards, who states that it contains in
considerable quantities chloride of sodium and
potassium ;. iodide of sodium and potassium ;
chloride of strontium and barium ; calcium and
magnesium ; together with silica and alumina,
and some carburetted hydrogen gas. It there-
fore appears to be a powerful saline spring, and
is valuable for its iodides as well as its stron-
tium salts. The waters are purgative, alterative
and antacid. It is the intention of the proprietor
to erect a commodious hotel on the property.

SUSPENSION OF THE BRITISH AND FOREIGN
MEDICO-CHIRURGICAL REvIEw.-The suspension
of the British and Foreign Medico-chiruirgical Re-
view and Quarterly 9ournal is announced in the
October number. The reason given for its dis-
continuance is, "that the same impatient spirIt
which looks for rapidly recurring issues from the
secular press has spread itself among medical
readers, and the acknowledgment is sadly made,
that the thoughtful old quarterlies must yield to
the more spirited monthlies and weeklies." It dies
gracefully, after an honorable existence of thirty-
eight years, during which time it bas maintained a
leading position in directing medical opinion and
progress.

RosIN WEED.-This is the Silphium Gum-
miferum which grows in the western prairies, and
is the same drug that is used so largely for curing
heaves in horses. It is very extensively used in
mediLine by some physicians as an expectorant,
and is claimed to have a special action upon the
liver. It is tonic, diuretic and alterative, and is
largely used for intermittent and remittent fevers.
We have not had sufficient experience with it to
express an opinion as to its merits, but there is no
question as to its diuretic properties. It has been
suggested as an appropriate and valuable remedy
in chronic bronchitis and asthma. The fluid ex-
tract is the form of preparation used.

PoISoNous HONEY.-It is a fact long known,
but generally forgotten, that honey sometimes pos-
sesses violent poisonous properties. The war cor-

ý1
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respondent of the London Vews was nearly poi- A FORTUNATE MEDIco.-Dr. James R. Wood-
soned a short time ago, by eating honey obtained gate, of Granton, Ont., has lately fal!en heir to a for-
from the Batoui valley where hemlock and hen- tune Of $30,ooo by the death of a relative in
bane grow abundantly. After partaking of it he England. He leaves shortly to claim it, and is at
was seized with headache, vomiting, coldness of the present receiving the congratulations of his friends.
extremities, and temporary blindness. The honey
derived froni the Azalea Pontica, an eastern plant, FOUR JOURNALS FOR $8.Tbe following jour.
is said to be very poisonous. nals will be sent to any address for one year at the

rates quoted, cash in advance :--CANADA LANCET,
ELECTION TO THE MEDICAL COUNCIL.-Dr. and Braitwaite's Retrospect, $5; CANADA LANCE1

W. L. Herriman of Port Hope has been elected and Scribner's Month/y, $5; CANADA LANCET
to represent King's and Queen's Territorial Divi- and Aew Dominion Monthly, $4 ; or ail four ßor
sion in the Medical Council of Ontario, vice $8. (See commutation rates.)
Dr. Dewar deceased. Dr. Herriman will niake an
excellent representative and a worthy successor of pgjg o ggditÎgg,
the late Dr. Dew cr.

GROWTH IN THE HUMAN FAMILY.--The rate of
growth of the human family is curious. The most
rapid increase takes place immediately after birh,
the growth of an infant during the first year being
about eight inches, the ratio of increase gradually
decreasing until the age of three years, at which
time the size attained is half that which will be
reached when full grown.

HURON MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the above Society, held in
Clinton, on the 17th of Oct., the following weie
appointed officers for the ensuing year:-

President-Dr. Worthington, of Clinton ; Vice-
President-Dr. McLean of Goderich ; Secretary-
Treasurer-Dr. Stewart, of Brucefield.

Dr. Sloan, of Blyth, exhibited a patient affected
CHEMSTRY F COMMON LIFE.-P c', says at he palpitation, tyroid

distirguished Professor of Chemistry, suggests that e
the nomenclature of that science might be drawn eslecially the latter. The skin in tbis case was
upon for a variety of pretty additions to female
names. Having himself a family of five girls, he specific gravity, but free from botb sugar and alhu-
has named then respectivelv. Glvcerine Pf>sine men. Urine bas been examined both during fast-
Ethyl, Mthy/ and Morphia.

POISONOUS EFFECT OF EMERALD GREEN.--An
English medical practitioner calls attention to the
injurious effect arising from the use of colored
wool-more especially that shade of color so fre-
quently selected, and known as emerald green.
He says he has lately witnessed an instance of
arsenical poisoning arising from its use, and on test-'
ing a portion of the wool the lady had been using
found it largely charged with arsenic.

INGLUVIN.-In our last issue we mentioned
among the important new remedies, " digestin."
This should have been written Ingluvin. This
substance was originally called digestin, but as
there was a patent medicine on the market of that
name, it was changed to Ingluvin. It is much
superior to the ordinary pepsin preparations.

ing and after a good meal. It is free from casts,
but contains a large qLantity of minute oxalate of
lime octahedra. This patient has improved under
digitalis and ergot. It is a well known fact that
there is an intirmate connection between Graves'
disease and temporary albuminuria, and also
diabetes melliturs, but we are not aware of having
read of a connection between Graves' disease and
diabetes insipidus.

The last meeting of this Association was held
in Wingham on January i 5 th. The following
members were present-Drs. Worthington, Be-
thune, Sloan, Tamblyn, Towler, McDonald, Gra.
ham, Gordon, Young, Hurlburt and Stewart. Dr.
Worthington occupied the chair. Dr. Sloan showed
a woman, aged 35, who has a pulsating tumor
situated over the lower and anterior surface of the
right femur. A soft and blowing bruit is heard
over it. Pressure on the femoral immediAtely
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below. Pouparts ligament, causes the pulsation
and bruit to cease. It is not distinctly limited or
circumscribed. Its long diameter, which corres-
ponds to the axis of the limb, is 4 '2 to 5 inches.
[ts transverse diameter is from 2 /2 to 3 inches.
Its direct anatomical supply cannot be made out.
It is freely movable over the bone, and has no
a.ttachment to the skin. It has no bony envelope.
It is of i years standing, and the patient says it
was caused by an injury.

Drs. Stewart and Hurlburt showed a fair haired,
delicate boy, aged 6 years, who is wearing Savre's
" plaster jacket " for lateral curvature of the spine.
Previous to the application of the jacket he was
disinclined to move about, but since it was put on
he runs about freely, and his general health is
improving rapidly. He says that he is free from
pain and annoyance.

Dr. Bethune read a very instructive paper on
typhoid fever. He gave the details of 3 cases of

Administration of Chloroform, &C. 2 O to 5 oo
Natural Labor.......-......... 5 oo to i oo
Mileage over two miles.............. extra.
Difficult, Complicated or Instru-

mental Labors......................1o oo to 20 oo
Removal of Retained Placenta...- 5 Do
Speculum Examination.......... ... i oo to 2 oo

He-7ronto espital rot.

(Reported by Wm. McKay, Trinity Medical School.)

PERFORATION OF THE STOMACH.

Jane McN-, aged 22, a native of Canada.
Admitted into the Hospital on the 13th of Decem-
uer, 1877, complaining of pain in the stomach,
also in the back of the chest and shoulders. She
frst noticed it one night in August last when she
was running for a medical mai, and attributed it
at the time to the exertion. The pain extended to
the limbs, and has been more or less severe. For

tiiis disease, which he considered occupied the past two weeks she bas not hair ch a -fit.
borderland between well marked typhoid and the

so-called simple continued fever. In two of the

reported cases there seemed to be but little doubt

but that the fever arose spontancously.
Dr. Towler reported an unique case which came

under his observation in obstetrics lately. As a

full report of this case will shortly appear in the

LANCET, it will be unnecessary to give an abstract

of it here.
Drs. McDonald and Graham were appointed

to read papers at the next meeting of the Associa-

tion, which will be held in Clinton, on the 16th

April, 1878.
TARIFF OF FEEs.-The following is the tariff of

fees adopted by the Huron Medical Association :
Office Consultation...................$1 oo to $2 oo
Ord inary Consultation with a nother

Physician ........................... 2 oo to 4 oo
Ordinary Visits during the day.... i oo to i 50
Ordinary Visits during the Night.. i So to 2 o
Mileage-Any distance up to two

m iles ........ ,.............. ........ 2 o
Mileage-beyond two 5iles-...... o per mile.
For Night Visits-25 to 50 per

cent additional.
Written Opinion...................... 2 oo
Passing Catheter................... 2 oo
Extracting Teeth--. ............... 50
Setting Fractures and Reducing

Minor Dislocations................ 5 oo to 10 o
Setting Fractures and Reducing

Major Dislocations................ Do oo to 50 o

and has been vomiting a great deal; was able to
work until four days ago ; since then she has been
feeling generally worse and now feels almost unable
to move. Has been perspiring freely for sonie
days past but not previously. Has been some-
what constipated habitually, and especially so with-
in the past five days. Has had several enemata
but without effect. Tongue coated brown and
mouth has been thickly coated for three or four
days. Pulse is wiry and quick 152 ; respiration is
somewhat laboured and causes pain in the posterior
part of the chest. "Changes " have -been scanty
but quite regular every three weeks for some time
past. For the past few days micturition has been
painful and scalding, and urine is scanty, with a
dark sediment. Has had no sleep for two nights
past on account of pain. For two weeks past
has felt a hardness over the stomach, and the entire
abdomen is now tender, causing pain on slight
pressure. Was ordered repeated turpentine ene-
mata which relieved the lower bowel. Also stim-
ulants to support the strength, and morphia to allay
pain.

Dec. 14th.-Died at one o'clock p. n.
Dec. i5th.-Post-mortem examination shows

the pericardium inflamed on the outer and left sur-
face, and containing rather more fluid than normal.
Internally it is inflamed at the base. The heart
weighs 10%:z ounces. The right ventricle con-
tained a small quantity of fluid blood, and a large
well organized clot. The left ventricle is empty ;
the valves are normal. The auricles each contain
a large firm clot extending to the ventricles. The
lungs are emphysematous on the surface and espe-
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cially on the left side. The abdomen is filled with
muco-purulent fluid containing shreds of false mem-
þrane. Peritonitis is general, extending over the
liver and under surface of the diaphragm, etc., and
false membrane can be dissected off.

The transverse colon turns downwards and then
upwards to the left hypochondriac region.

The stomachi shows on its upper and posterior
part, just beneath the centre of the left lobe of
the liver, a small irregular perforation, also dis-
tinct marks of previous ulceration. The glands
around the pylorus much enlarged, and the rugœ
well marked and inflamed in patches. The intes-
tines show true inflammation but not enough to
cause obstruction. The ilium is inflamed in
patches. The ileo-cecal valve healthy. The spleen
is normal. The liver weighs 3 lbs, is healthy in
appearance. Ductus com. choled. is obstructed.
Kidneys slightly inflamed on the surface, but other-
wise normal. Uterus virgin, and normal. Cystic
disease in both ovaries.

e00ho and èatmphltto

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE BRAIN, by David Ferrier,
M.D., F.R.S., King's College, London. Illus-
trated. New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons.
Toronto : Willing & Willamson.
The author presents to the professional reader

in this work, a systematic exposition of the bearing
of his experiments on the functions of the brain
and spinal cord, or the cerebro-spinal system in
general. It is a work of about 300 pages octavo, C. Lea. Toronto Wiiling & Villiamson.
and is a highly interesting resum of the knowledge
so far acquired regarding this intricate subject- ,,
the function of the brain. The discovery of the On the ith uit., the wife of Dr A. H. Wright,
electric excitability of the brain by Fritsch and Toronto, of a daughter.
Hitzig, has given a fresh impetus to researches on
the function of the brain, and thrown new light On the 1st uilt., Alexander Kennedy, M.D., M.
on many hitherto obscure points in cerebral phy C. P. S., of Port Perry, to Ida, only daughter of
siology and pathology. Much still remains to be Edward Howard, Esq., of Bath.
done, and it is useful to review the knowledge so On the 14th ult., A. J. Masecar, M. D., of Tilson-
far acquired, in order to show how much yet burgh, to Miss Van Patter, youngest daughter of
remains to be done. the late A. Van Patter, Esq., Aylmer, Ont.

On the 22nd ult., at the residence of the bride'sA TREATISE ON GONORRHEA AND SYPHILIS, by father, by the Rev. E. Hooper, assisted by theSilas Durkee, M.D., Boston. Sixth edition e Rev. E. Hope, asid ayrh
with eight colored illustrations. Philadelphia :Rev. John Gichrist, of St. George, James Sinclair,
Lindsay & Blakiston. Toronto: Hart & Raw- M. B.. of Hastings, to Emma, youngest daughterhnson. of Cyrus Kilborne, Esq., of Beamsville.
Dr. Durkee's work was first published as an

essay on the " Constitutional treatment of Syphilis,,
and as such secured lthe Boylston Prize. This
essay constitutes a large portion of the present
volume. The author has had large experience,

In Dec., 1877, Frank Lawson, M. D., of
Bedeque, P. E. I.

In Montreal, on the 24th ult., Hector Peltier,
M.D., Prof. of Institutes of Medicine, in the
Victoria Medical School.

excluding over thirty years in the treatment of
venereal disease in connection with the Boston
City Hospital, and he has given the profession the
benefit of his ripe experience in the work before
us. The design of the author was, as ie says, " to
furnish a book that should be practically useful,"
and in this ie has succeeded beyond a doubt.
The work will be found to be a most valuable
addition tothe library on venereal diseases.

THE ACTION OF MEDICINES, by Isaac Ott, A.M.,
M.D., formerly demonstrator of experimental
physiology, University of Pennsylvania. Phila-
delphia: Lindsay & Blakiston. Toronto : Hart& Rawlinson.
This is a small octavo containing about 16o

pages, and it is devoted to a consideration of the
physiological action of medicine upon the lower
animals and man. The details of the method of
experimentng upon animals are given briefly; alsothe results of the different experiments and the
deductions to be drawn from them. The work
will be chiefly serviceable to those who are engaged
n experimenting. The author also mentious atthe close of the work, the manufacturers from whom
the instruments used in these experiments may be
procured.

IOW TO USE THE OPHTHALMOSCOPE, for the use
of students, by E. A. Browne, Liverpool Eyeand Ear Infirmary, pp. 120. Philadelnhia: H


